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Abstract 

During World War I, war films became an important part of Swedish cinema programs. Newsreels as well as 

war related fiction films from the different battling nations were distributed to film theaters around the country.  

With these new films, the recently established censorship bureau also got new duties to consider. Aside from 

protecting public moral and the youth, the censors were now expected to uphold the Swedish neutrality policy in 

the domain of cinema. Material sensitive for diplomatic relations or potentially politically arousing for the 

audience was removed or edited. There were several reasons as to why cinema was singled out as the most 

important medium to control during these sensitive times. The authentic aura of moving images together with a 

fear of the reactions of mass audiences made the risk of biased propaganda seem greater. This thesis analyzes the 

complex web of relations between Swedish neutrality, media specificity discourse and censorship of World War 

I films. Examples of censorship of both newsreels and fiction films are discussed in relation to media specificity 

discourse in trade journals and daily newspapers of the time. 
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Introduction 

In a short notice in Filmbladet 1915, an anonymous author claim cinema‟s ability to capture 

war “as it really is” and “as true as can ever be possible”.
1
 The filmmaker is in this unsigned 

article compared to both a war correspondent and a painter. These metaphors capture 

something of the double nature that film played in the representations of World War I as both 

a medium for delivery of news from, and a means for artistic expressions about, the war. The 

same author also discusses the potential cinema has for future history writing, thus 

recognizing the great importance of its representations. This brief article presents a view on 

cinema as an objective portrayer of the realities of war based on ideas about its media 

specificity. 

Already during its early history, cinema gained an important position in discourses around 

political issues, in particular concerning class and morals in an age of democratization and 

mass culture. By the time of the outbreak of World War I - one hundred years ago - there was 

a well established international industry with production companies, distributing networks and 

film theaters. In a time where the access to photographic images was rather limited cinema 

offered an abundance of impressions. With its immediacy, dynamism and indexical feature, 

cinema was perceived as conveying direct and powerful impressions of reality. These abilities 

could however deceive and already during its early history, the objectiveness of cinematic 

images was being put into question through for example trick filming. When its 

representations have been questioned, as in war, cinema‟s potential as propaganda has been a 

central issue. 

In Sweden the discussion of the supposedly harmful aspects of cinema has been even more 

prominent than in many other countries. With the introduction of Statens Biografbyrå in 1911, 

the state acknowledged the potentially dangerous forces of moving images and made 

censorship of cinema into an institutional activity. The long history of the censorship bureau 

has left a considerable amount of valuable material. Considering the unique scope of these 

extensive censorship records in Sweden, many questions remain despite earlier research, some 

of which will be discussed in the literature review. 

With the outbreak of World War I, newsreels and fiction films depicting the war became an 

important part of cinema programs in Sweden, as elsewhere. The nation declared its neutrality 

                                                 
1
 Unsigned, ”2,000 filmer för tyska krigsfilmarkivet”, Filmbladet 1, no 7 (April 1915): 98. 
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in the war on July 31, and then again on August 3 when the conflict was rapidly escalating.
2
 

In relation to this policy of neutrality, strong expressions of opinion regarding the war became 

highly sensitive. The censor practice of cutting images and altering intertitles in order to make 

war related films “neutral” give rise to several questions. What was it with moving images 

and their accompanying texts that made them too powerful to be shown without review? Is 

there such a thing as neutral images when it comes to war? 

After the introduction a historical account of the Swedish censorship in the context of war is 

presented. The main discussion is focused around archival findings in the form of censorship 

documents as well as articles relating to the issues of censorship, neutrality and media 

specificity. The discourse on Swedish neutrality, censorship and WWI is analyzed in the 

chapter “Swedish Neutrality”, while the chapter “Cinema and Reality” focus on Swedish 

discourses on media specificity. The ideas on cinematic qualities such as its indexicality, and 

a discussion on the aesthetics of newsreel cinema are put in relation to the factors of 

censorship and neutrality. 

These arguments are then used to discuss the many censorship examples of both newsreel and 

fiction WWI films presented in the following two chapters. The final chapter before the 

conclusions consists of a case study of several films depicting the battle of Somme. Press 

reactions as well as censorship records are used to discuss how these much talked about 

representations of a central event in the war were received in terms of authenticity and 

potential as propaganda. 

Aims and Questions 

In this thesis I bring together the three aspects of neutrality policy, state censorship and media 

specificity discourse with the aim to paint a broad and comprehensible picture of World War I 

films in a Swedish context. The first aspect that functions as a point of departure for the rest 

of the discussion is the Swedish policy of neutrality. This was a political stance continuously 

stressed in public discourse through newspaper articles and political speeches as something 

central to Swedish identity during this period. The policy of neutrality led to an ambition to 

minimize public expressions of sympathy with either side of the conflict in order to keep 

public discourse “neutral”. 

                                                 
2
 Åke Thulstrup, Svensk politik 1905-1939, Från unionsupplösningen till andra världskriget (Stockholm: 

Bonniers, 1968), 78. 
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Cinema was perhaps the form of expression most rigorously controlled, no other media or art 

form had an equivalent to the censorship instance of Statens biografbyrå. The censorship 

practiced by the bureau together with censorship related public discussions forms the second 

aspect of the thesis. The censorship decisions were informed by the policy of neutrality as 

well as ideas on cinema‟s media specificity. This discourse on media specificity is evident 

through articles and debates of the time and constitutes the third aspect of the thesis. Ideas on 

cinema‟s power to affect its mass audience were crucial in motivating why this medium and 

not others were subject to state control and censorship. Much of this discourse could be seen 

as an early example of a more theoretical thinking on cinema in Sweden, something which 

adds an extra dimension to this study 

By discussing neutrality policy, state censorship and media specificity together this thesis will 

hopefully be able to bring forward the complicated web of ideas that singled out cinema as the 

most important medium to control during wartime. This thesis will also provide an 

investigation of what kind of war films were censored and why. The analysis will include 

both non-fiction newsreels as well as examples of fiction films that were cut or prohibited due 

to their depiction of the ongoing war. 

Material and Methodology 

Besides published research a wide range of first hand sources is used, of which documents 

from Statens biografbyrå are among the most important. All films intended for public 

screening passed through the censorship and are described on an individual censorship card 

that include basic facts such as title, production company (if known), length in meters and 

date of inspection. They also include a description of the content of varying length and detail. 

And, most importantly, they include a description of what edits and cuts the censors have 

made in the films, sometimes along with motivations as to why. This material provides a 

useful and extensive source for examples of, among other things, censorship and film import. 

Although one might have wished that the censors had been more explicit in motivating their 

decisions, the relatively systematic records provide many opportunities for investigations and 

comparisons. All censorship cards from the whole period of the war were examined for this 

thesis and some are used as examples. 

Except for these individual censorship cards, further documentation from Statens biografbyrå 

is found at Riksarkivet. These collections are extensive and difficult to navigate through. Not 

much material relevant for this specific thesis has been found. There are for example no 
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records of discussions of the examples used in this thesis that would have enriched the often 

somewhat insufficient or nonexistent motivations of censorship decisions. If there is at times a 

certain degree of cautiousness in identifying the exact causes behind censorship interventions, 

this is the reason. Riksarkivet has mostly been used to find complete registers of intertitles 

that have been cut without being reproduced in full on the censorship cards. This has provided 

more thorough examples of what kind of formulations that the censorship authorities 

considered unsuitable. 

Among the most central sources for tracing discourses and debates are the Swedish trade 

journals of the time. War related issues were continually discussed throughout the war, and 

many dimensions of the effects of World War I on the film industry were covered. An 

introduction to how these issues were discussed in the Swedish film journals of the time gives 

a picture of the general preoccupations and modes of discussion that formed the background 

for the discourses on censorship and media specificity. The amount of film journals at the 

time was rather limited and the two most useful have been Filmbladet (1915-1925) and 

Biografen (1913-1915). 

Filmbladet was a trade journal paying a lot of attention to war related practical concerns for 

the industry. Examples include articles on how infrastructure and trade with film and film 

stock was affected by the war. One such example is an unsigned article from 1917 discussing 

how the German submarine campaign afflicted the import of films to Sweden from the 

Entente Powers, showing how the paper was stressing the effects for the film business.
3
 

Another example is an article on how an English lift on a ban to export films functioned as a 

way to counter the increasing influence that German cinema had on the European market.
4
 

The war was frequently present in small articles and notes. Stories included the use of film 

shot from airplanes to map out enemy territory and the increasing popularity of moving maps 

showing the latest developments in the war.
5
 In an article on cinematographers shooting 

military films from the air, the pilot is described as the eye of the army while the film is said 

to be its memory.
6
 This metaphor of cinema as memory shows how the anonymous author 

was already conscious of the potential that cinematic representations had in future writing of 

                                                 
3
 Unsigned, ”Filmtillförseln och U-båtsblockaden”, Filmbladet 3, no 4 (February 1917): 50f. 

4
 Unsigned, ”Det engelska filmexportförbudet upphävt”, Filmbladet 4, no 2 (January 1918): 21f. 

5
 Unsigned, “De rörliga krigskartorna”, Filmbladet 1, no 1 (January 1915): 7. 

6
 Unsigned, “Film och aeronautik”, Filmbladet 2, no 11 (June 1916): 157. 
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history. Documentaries made today on WWI use footage from the same newsreels that were 

discussed as the basis for future history writing at the time of their original release. 

A recurring type of notice from one of the battling nations tells the story of someone getting 

into a highly emotional state when discovering a close relative in war footage on the screen.
7
 

The focus of attention shifted continuously during the five years of war. During the autumn of 

1918, the closing down of approximately half of the cinemas in Sweden due to fear of the 

Spanish flue was recurring top news.
8
 

The censorship board was often at the center of discussion. Since director Gustaf Berg was 

also a member and recurring contributor to Filmbladet, the journal usually served the purpose 

of presenting the board‟s view on aspects of censorship and in response to criticism. The 

audience-oriented Biografen took a more neutral position in general. Most of the specific 

censorship debates and cases discussed relate to other topics than war, most often to morally 

questionable content and the principally important issue of what kind of films children should 

be allowed to see. 

When the company Pathé protested against the censoring of certain films, such as Fröken 

Napierkowska i Herodias dotter, the censors were given considerable space and support in 

Filmbladet. The reasons given for censoring this particular film are interesting and show what 

censorship actions were often based on. Fröken Napierkowska i Herodias dotter was deemed 

by a psychologist to be “hypersexual and perverse” and considered to potentially arouse 

unconscious psychological effects in its audience.
9
 This is one of several censorship debates 

described by Jan Olsson in the article “Svart på vitt: film makt och censur” that will be further 

discussed shortly.
10

 

Newspapers have provided articles concerning cinema and the war helpful for the more 

theoretical discussions as well as examples of reception. Out of the many possible newspapers 

of the time, four of the more influential ones representing a certain difference in political 

orientation and with a continuous coverage of film were singled out. Statistics from Christian 

Widholm‟s Iscensättandet av solskensolympiaden were used as reference for the choice. Four 

papers were used: the socially liberal Stockholmstidningen (StT) with an edition in 1912 of 

                                                 
7
 Unsigned, “Biokrönika”, Filmbladet 1, no 13 (July 1915): 167. 

8
 Unsigned, ”Spanskan sjukan och biograferna”, Filmbladet 4, no 19 (October 1918): 349f. 

9
 Jakob Billström, ”Underdånig P.M. angående S. Poperts besvär över förbud för offentligt förevisande i Sverige 

av filmen ‟Fröken Napierkowska i Herodias dotter‟”, Filmbladet 2, no 14 (July 1916): 181. 
10

 Jan Olsson, ”Svart på vitt: film, makt och censur”, Aura filmvetenskaplig tidskrift 1, no 1 (Spring 1995): 14-

46. 
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130 000, the liberal Dagens Nyheter (DN, 47 000), the moderately liberal Svenska Dagbladet 

(SvD, 46 000) and the social democratic Social- Demokraten (SocD, 35 000).
11

 

To go through all of these during the period would possibly provide interesting results but was 

not practically doable for the limited time of this thesis. StT with its large edition and 

continuous coverage on film was used to look for articles during the outbreak of the war as 

well as the later to be discussed “borggårdskrisen”, to see if the discussions in film journals 

also spread to newspapers. DN with a likewise quite extensive coverage of film was also used 

to look for material during the first months of the war. Some articles in the press were found 

through references in other sources. For samples of reception, in particular concerning the 

case studies with the Somme films, all four of the mentioned papers were used. 

When reading film reviews in the press of the time it is worth keeping in mind that they 

generally, though not always, have a positive tone and are more of descriptions than critical 

analyses. According to Elisabeth Liljedahl in her overview of film criticism in Sweden during 

the silent era Stumfilmen i Sverige – kritik och debatt, the critics were in many cases expected 

to provide positive reviews in order not to upset the advertisers.
12

 There were occasions when 

critical reviewers were fired as well as accusations among critics of lack of professionalism.
13

 

Still film reviews are useful as measures of what kind of emotional responses the films 

produced and in which ideological and discursive contexts they were received. They also 

show which types of films that generally attracted a lot of attention and which were dealt with 

briefly or not at all. 

The issue of the identity of films discussed in the thesis has sometimes been problematic. On 

the censorship cards, titles are usually given in Swedish and only sometimes in the original 

language, while information on key agents such as directors and actors are usually not listed. 

The film company (if known) is stated. Longer fiction films are traceable through the book 

Långfilm i Sverige 1910-1919 by Bertil Wredlund and Rolf Lindfors,
14

 but sometimes films 

are missing, such as När krigets åskor dåna which is mentioned later on in the thesis. In those 

cases the films are difficult to identify. Important to point out is also that quite a number of 

films from the time are not preserved and thus only exists as references in writing. 

                                                 
11

 Christian Widholm, Iscensättandet av solskensolympiaden (Umeå: Bokförlaget h:ström, 2008), 66. 
12

 Elisabeth Liljedahl, Stumfilmen i Sverige- kritik och debatt (Stockholm: Proprius förlag, 1975), 173f. 
13

 Ibid, 174. 
14

 Bertil Wredlund and Rolf Lindfors, Långfilm i Sverige 1910-1919 (Stockholm: Proprius förlag, 1991). 
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The situation with newsreels is even more complex. As actualities and newsreels have 

generally been given lower priority by archives than fiction films, many of them are not 

extant or exist in incomplete versions. Additionally, the newsreel format were not very stable 

since they were often cut in different versions depending on the country of circulation, and the 

same material might be reused in different newsreels. Examples include Den franska 

offensiven vid Somme and Scener från franska fronten under Sommeoffensivens dagar juli 

1916, two of the films I discuss in relation to depictions of the battle of Somme. They both 

seem to be corresponding in title and partly content to the film L’offensive française sur la 

Somme. Juillet 1916 that was shot in three parts. However the films distributed in Sweden are 

of much shorter length than the French, 173 and 275 meters respectively compared with the 

running time of almost 30 minutes of the French original, available via European Film 

Gateway.
15

 Either the two films distributed in Sweden include material from the French one 

but edited differently, or they are films that I haven‟t been able to locate the original source 

of. Some newsreels shown in Sweden during the war are preserved at Kungliga biblioteket, 

though I have not been able to find films there that could shed light on my key examples. 

Most of the newsreels are of uncertain identity and although it might be possible to trace 

many of them, it would take an amount of detective work not feasible for the range of this 

particular study. Therefore the question of whether the films discussed exist today and if so in 

what form, are in many cases left unanswered. The descriptions of censorship cuts thus rely 

heavily on the accounts given by the censors. The case studies of the two longer Somme-

films, the British The Battle of the Somme (William F. Jury, 1916), with the Swedish title 

Världshistoriens största slag. Den stora Sommeoffensiven, and the German Tyskarna vid 

Somme (Bei unseren Helden an der Somme, 1917) (“With our heroes at the Somme”) do 

however provide opportunities to use the original films, which are both preserved, as part of 

the discussion alongside censorship and reception. Because of this problematic aspect of 

identification of the films, they are presented with the Swedish titles given at their release as 

well as, if the original is unknown, an English translation of the title. This is especially 

relevant for the newsreels which often have titles descriptive of the content. 

The term newsreel is used for all non-fiction films although some could perhaps have been 

labeled as war actualities. In this case the distinction between films consisting of several 

                                                 
15

 European Film Gateway is an online archive providing access to historical material from European film 

archives and cinémathèques at http://www.europeanfilmgateway.eu/.  L’offensive française sur la Somme. Juillet 

1916 is found at http://www.cnc-aff.fr/internet_cnc/Internet/ARemplir/parcours/EFG1914/pages_FR/B_117.html 

(Accessed May 27, 2014). 
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actualities and those consisting of a single actuality is not that important and therefore 

newsreel is the term consistently used. Programming could be a topic for investigation 

considering the shifting contexts of non-fiction film screenings but has been left out from this 

discussion. Quotes are presented in English translation in the main text with the Swedish 

original in a footnote. All translations except when noted are made by the author. 

Literature Review 

The literature review consists of three parts concerning as many aspects relevant to this thesis. 

The discussion of World War I and propaganda presents some examples of writing placing 

these issues in relation to the importance of cinema as a popular media during the time. “Film, 

Reality and Indexicality” focus on the academic discourse of the indexical qualities of film as 

well as earlier conceptions of cinema‟s relation to reality. It will be useful to contextualize the 

ideas on cinema‟s media specificity in Sweden that form an important part of the discussion 

of this thesis. The last part is a discussion of some of the more important research done on 

Swedish censorship of cinema, a subject that due to the well documented practice of Statens 

biografbyrå has been pretty well researched, if far from exhausted. 

World War I and Propaganda 

Issues of war and its relation to early cinema was long a relatively overlooked subject which 

in later years has gained new prominence. Most research on war films and their relation to 

propaganda and censorship has focused on World War II, where a more fully developed 

cinema industry and wider mass media coverage, especially in terms of access to moving 

images, provide a wider range of sources. The more clearly defined ideological conflict of the 

war itself also gives the question of propaganda an especially urgent touch. An example of 

this type of discussion is Jan Olsson‟s study of Swedish fiction film during World War II in 

Svensk spelfilm under andra världskriget.
16

 

However, as Stephen Bottomore shows in his thorough dissertation Filming, Faking and 

Propaganda: The Origins of the War Film, 1897-1902, cinema and the exploration of its 

expressive possibilities has since its earliest stage been connected to representations of war.
17

 

Through an investigation of filmic representations of some of the wars of the time, Bottomore 

traces the emergence of practices of representation as well as reception of both war newsreels 

and war fiction films. Central issues for Bottomore include the question of authenticity in a 

                                                 
16

 Jan Olsson, Svensk spelfilm under andra världskriget (Lund: Liber Läromedel, 1979). 
17

 Stephen Bottomore, Filming, Faking and Propaganda: The Origins of the War Film, 1897-1902 (Utrecht: 

Utrecht University, 2007), Chapter II.  
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time when the distinction between filming actual and staged events was not so clear cut. The 

propagandistic aspects of these war films are also investigated. 

A discussion of cinema in relation to World War I in a British context is given by Michael 

Hammond in the book The Big Show, British Cinema Culture in the Great War 1914-1918.
18

 

The context being that of a nation at war, the discussion of war films and their reception 

highlight the role of cinema as both a locus for patriotic fighting spirit as well as a site for 

communal grief and personal loss. In the centre is the feature length The Battle of the Somme 

which was generally seen as giving a more truthful depiction of the war than other media 

representations despite, or perhaps because of, the fact that it mixed authentic battle footage 

with staged sequences.
19

 The role of war films in Britain offer an interesting point of 

comparison and distinction from the Swedish neutrality policy. 

As Martin Loiperdinger points out in his short essay “World War I Propaganda Films and the 

Birth of the Documentary”, the war was in a sense unfilmable or at least highly un-

cinematic.
20

 Many of the battles included long distance weapons, the positions were often 

locked and not much was actually seen of what a cinema audience used to fictional 

representations of heroic warfare would perceive as battle. As D.W. Griffith put it, “Viewed 

as a drama, the war is in some ways disappointing”.
21

 This prompted the inclusion of staged 

footage in examples such as The Battle of the Somme, a film that Loiperdinger regards as the 

first documentary in the classical sense of the term.
22

 This leads on to the central question of 

the authenticity of the filmic image, something which has long been an important issue for 

cinema studies. 

Film, Reality and Indexicality 

Already from its conception, cinema has been widely discussed in relation to reality. The 

relationship between the camera and its object has been described in many different ways, 

often relating to ideas of realism or the real. Much of the earliest reception of the new medium 

of cinema was distinguished by a fascination of how lifelike it all seemed. A very early 

example of more extensive writing on the media specificity of cinema and its relation to 

                                                 
18

 Michael Hammond, The Big Show, British Cinema Culture in the Great War 1914-1918 (Exeter: University of 

Exeter Press, 2005). 
19

 Ibid, 100f. 
20

 Martin Loiperdinger, “World War I Propaganda Films and the Birth of the Documentary”, Uncharted 

Territory: Essays on Early Nonfiction Film, ed. Daan Hertogs and Nico de Klerk (Amsterdam: Stichting 

Nederlands Filmmuseum, 1997). 
21

 Richard Schickel, D.W. Griffith: An American life (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1984), 353.  
22

 Loiperdinger, 31. 
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reality is O. Winter‟s article “The Cinematograph”, originally published in the British 

magazine New Review in May 1896, only three months after cinema made its debut in 

Britain.
23

 

Winter is both interested in realism as an idea and critical of the movement towards an 

aesthetic associated with it within the arts. It is in this context that he states that cinema, 

which he repeatedly calls a “toy”, is “all true, and all false” in that it “see the trivial and the 

important, the near and the distant, with the same fecklessly impartial eye.”
24

 Cinema is 

something fundamentally different from the human senses in that it registers everything, 

without the selection that allows the mind to ignore uninteresting and superfluous 

impressions. This is why Winter describes cinema as presenting a “terrifying effect of life” 

despite being without sound and colour.
25

 Cinema is in a sense more real than life itself since 

it is able to capture more of its details and is not dependent on what the human senses choose 

to register. The terrifying aspect comes from the fact that it presents a sort of perceptual 

shock; there are too many irrelevant details and too much chaos. Winter continues his 

argument by claiming that although cinema has no future as an artistic expression it will with 

all its factual exactness and objective qualities be invaluable as a tool for science. These 

qualities are guaranteed by the mechanical aspects of the cinematograph that makes it unable 

to invent, despite the fact that it at the same time is unable to capture the spirit of life. This is a 

type of argument that was also very prominent in the discourses on cinema and education in 

Sweden during the 1910´s to which I will shortly turn.  

The concept of indexicality, a term taken from Charles Sanders Pierce system of signs, has 

been widely used to discuss the medium specificities of mechanical 19
th

 century media such 

as cinema and photography as opposed to earlier representational media forms. A good 

overview as well as theorization of the index is found in Mary Ann Doane‟s study of media 

specificity and early cinema in The Emergence of Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, 

the Archive.
26

 According to Pierce‟s taxonomy the index has a material relation to its object as 

opposed to the icon and the symbol. André Bazin described the film image as a material proof 

                                                 
23

 O.Winter, “The Cinematograph”, reprinted in Sight and Sound 51, no 4 (Autumn 1982): 294-296. 
24

 Ibid, 295. 
25

 Ibid, 294. 
26

 Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence of Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 2002). 
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of its depicted object, explaining the shock felt when watching images of death in the example 

of a bullfight.
27

 

In the discussion of the reception of war newsreels in Sweden these ideas will be used to 

investigate how the notion of the authenticity of the filmic image influenced the reception and 

censorship of this sensitive material. The powerful concept of indexicality, though theorized 

in full much later than the period explored in this study, provide a way to discuss more in 

depth the discourse on media specificity of the time. In the material used in this thesis, 

concepts like “authentic”, “real” and “realistic” are used somewhat interchangeably. There is 

a certain diffuseness in whether films are considered authentic in terms of having recorded an 

actual event at the time of its occurrence or if it has more to do with capturing the “truth of 

war” in a general sense. Sometimes, as in a couple of the reviews of films of the battle of 

Somme, critics seem more interested in whether a film is realistic in style rather than 

authentic in a sense that would be expected from good journalism today. The issue of an 

“aesthetic of authenticity” is further discussed in the chapter “Cinema and Reality” analyzing 

the Swedish discourse at the time of the war.  

Swedish Censorship 

Some of the research made on Statens biografbyrå concern the time period of the war, during 

the for Swedish film so revolutionary 1910‟s. A central article in this context is Jan Olsson‟s 

“Svart på vitt: film, makt och censur” which gives an account of the ideas and discourses that 

led to the foundation of the censorship bureau, as well as specific issues and controversies that 

took place during its first formative years. Olsson‟s understanding of censorship is wider than 

just state sponsored operations and he acknowledges it as a sort of “game” that the industry, 

government, press, audience and interest groups all participate in.
28

 The resulting discourses 

on legislation, morals and censorship are the outcome of these constant negotiations between 

different interests on the subject of what cinema is actually supposed to be and become. A 

central aspect of Olsson‟s text is the discussion of how prominent pedagogical experts 

managed to set the agenda of the discourse, focusing on the potential harms and benefits of 

the new medium. Olsson also discuss Swedish censorship in “Magnified Discourse: 

Screenplays and Censorship in Swedish Cinema of the 1910‟s” in Celebrating 1895: The 

                                                 
27

 André Bazin, ”Death Every Afternoon”, Rites of Realism. Essays on Corporeal Cinema, ed. Ivone Margulies 

(London: Durham, 2003), 30f. 
28

 Olsson, ”Svart på vitt: film, makt och censur”, 16. 
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Centenary of Cinema, this time in relation to the status of the magnified image in Swedish 

cinema.
29

 

The aspect of pedagogical interests in cinema is further elaborated on by Åsa Jernudd in her 

chapter “Educational Cinema and Censorship in Sweden 1911-1921” in Nordic Explorations: 

Film Before 1930.
30

 Jernudd emphasizes the active part that the pedagogical interests took in 

trying to spread what they considered “good” films used for educational purposes and stop the 

circulation of the bad examples, a struggle where influencing the legislation was a central 

objective.
31

 

A thorough analysis of the history and censorship procedure of Statens biografbyrå is given 

by Erik Skoglund, chief censor from 1954 to 1971, in his concisely titled Filmcensuren.
32

 

Although the chapters on his time at the bureau are written from the perspective of one of the 

involved parties, the parts on the early history and practices of the censorship provide a useful 

introduction as well as some elaborations on specific issues. The most intriguing aspect of 

Skoglund‟s book is the discussion of the relation between discourses on moral and sexuality 

on the one hand and censorship practices on the other. He argues that the censors of the 

earliest years seem to have made decisions based on puritan ideas on moral as well as at times 

quite personal opinions of good taste.
33

 

A series of “morality motions” (“sedlighetsmotioner”) discussed in parliament in 1914, 1915 

and 1916 saw the threat toward traditional moral and the unity of the family in rising statistics 

of extramarital children and sexually transmitted diseases. This trend was connected to among 

other things a “deterioration of aesthetics” and pornography.
34

 The cure was legislation, 

enlightenment and increased censorship, and cinema was pointed out as an example where an 

improvement was recognizable since the introduction of Statens biografbyrå. The motions 

were not passed but they serve as examples of the kind of ideas that were debated at the time. 

Recent examples of research on Swedish censorship during the 1910‟s are found in chapters 

in anthologies on two of the great international movie stars of the time. In “Vindicating The 

Great moment against Swedish censorship: Asta Nielsen‟s soulful eyes as on -screen 
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pantomime”, in Importing Asta Nielsen: the international film star in the making, 1910-1914, 

Anne Bachmann writes about the heated censorship conflicts around one of Nielsen‟s films, a 

debate in which the Danish star herself took a central position.
35

 Bachmann shows how the 

line between what was considered offensive material and bad taste was fuzzy during the early 

years of censorship.
36

 In their struggle not only to stop offensive material but also to promote 

“good” films, issues of taste often slipped into the judgment. 

In “The Best Known Woman in the World: Pearl White and the American Serial Film in 

Sweden” in the anthology Exporting Perilous Pauline: Pearl White and the Serial Film 

Craze, Marina Dahlquist take the sensationalistic discourse on fiction films in general and 

serial films in particular as a starting point for a discussion on the censorship, distribution and 

reception of some of Pearl White‟s serials.
37

 The extensive censorship of these kinds of films 

as well as distribution problems led to a situation where the film serial never became as 

popular in Sweden as in many other comparable countries during the 1910‟s.  

The research most closely related to the topic of this thesis is Arne Svensson‟s dissertation 

Den politiska saxen.
38

 His research is focused on the implementation of the special regulation 

of censorship of material “unsuitable to Sweden‟s relations to foreign powers” from its 

introduction in 1914 to the time of writing in 1976. Although the emphasis is put on the 

discussion of World War II, World War I is also included in a shorter chapter which will 

provide a useful point of departure for my analysis of the censorship activities as well as the 

broader discussion of war film reception in Sweden during this period. Svensson provides a 

good historical background to the 1914 addition as well as useful statistics and examples of 

censorship. His extensive archival work has also pointed out some interesting articles in the 

press on the subject. While Svensson‟s work focuses on the implementation of the censorship 

legislation, this thesis provides a more thorough discussion of a range of censorship examples 

as well as the theoretical discussion around media specificity that played such a crucial part 

behind the censorship practices. 
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Statens Biografbyrå and Censorship Discourse 

This chapter provides a historical background of Swedish film censorship based on earlier 

research and, towards the end, some of my own observations on the first actions taken with 

regards to the outbreak of World War I. The discussion of the emergence and establishment of 

Statens biografbyrå is meant to give an introduction to the main discourses on censorship in 

Sweden at the time, as well as to introduce the functions and procedures of the censorship. 

When cinema made its debut in Sweden and elsewhere, it was as a sensational technical 

innovation and an interesting attraction to be experienced on fairs and the likes. The focus of 

interest was mainly directed toward the technology itself and its abilities to capture both 

mundane and extraordinary events with an astonishing exactness, although complaints about 

defects in the early screenings were also heard. However, the increasing variation of filmed 

subjects and a familiarity with the technology soon led to a more widespread interest in what 

the projector could show rather than how.
39

 

Around the time of the establishment of more permanent cinemas, the general discourse 

began to turn from an optimistic and somewhat enthusiastic reception toward a more cautious 

stance.
40

 Cinema started to emerge as a major institution with great implications for cityscape, 

entertainment habits and social life in general. With its growing popularity new opinions were 

raised, in particular from established institutions and groups, many of which stressed the 

potential dangers of the new, influential and powerful medium. 

As Olsson has shown, one of the main fears was that the potential benefits of cinema for 

pedagogical and educational purposes were being limited by the expansion of the 

sensationalism and cheapness of dramatic and comic films.
41

 For the pedagogical society 

Pedagogiska sällskapet which was one of the central participants in this debate in Sweden, the 

dichotomy between fiction and non-fiction film was central. 

Fiction films were generally seen as having little value but the more potential to do harm to its 

audience. These films were bundled together under the title of “inspelade bilder”, an 

expression literally meaning “recorded images” but approximately meant as staged films, 

while “naturbilder” meaning “images of nature” but with a connotation toward “natural 
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images”, were praised highly.
42

 The latter depicting for example natural sceneries, sports 

events, and other kinds of educational or actual motifs were embraced as crucial in the 

advancement of education. Staged fiction films were in this dichotomy seen as something 

unnatural and unwanted. 

Already from the very early years of Swedish cinema culture ideas on the usefulness of the 

new medium in education were brought forward.
43

 One of the foremost proponents of the 

educational qualities of non-fiction films, Dagmar Waldner, wrote the book Filmen som 

kulturfaktor (“Cinema as a factor of culture”) in 1915, discussing the potential benefits of the 

medium.
44

 There she argued that cinema was the greatest means for popularizing and 

spreading knowledge since the invention of the printing press, and that it was wrong to see it 

as merely a technology for entertainment.
45

 According to Waldner, motion pictures were the 

ultimate pedagogical tool since they were able to capture accurate and objective facts and 

display them in a pedagogical manner. Film also inspire an emotional effect that make the 

observations witnessed on the screen seem like personal experiences, thus enhancing the 

learning process.
46

 

Waldner argued that cinema had a central position to play in education and science within 

fields such as medicine, geography, anthropology and laboratory experiments due to its 

“quality as a completely objective and exact observer”.
47

 Cinema was thus a medium suitable 

for representing nature and science, in other words “objective facts”, and to convey these 

neutrally and effectively to an audience. This ambition to increase the popularity of non-

fiction film and stress the mediums pedagogical potentials was also prominent in other 

countries at the same time. Worth mentioning is for example the campaign to “uplift” cinema 

in the U.S. which also argued for the distinction between sensationalist fiction cinema and 

educational genres such as travelogues and actualities.
48

 This was part of a movement to 

change the public taste toward the better and make use of culture as a means for education. 
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Another important and closely linked aspect of the cinema discourse had to do with its 

audience. It was early on established that children made up a large portion of the attendants at 

screenings and the low ticket prices made the cinema theater available also to working class 

people.
49

 Considering the difference in social status between the pedagogical experts and the 

working people and children that they wanted to “protect”, class is an important issue in this 

discourse, as illustrated by the following passage from an article in Svenska Dagbladet quoted 

by Olsson: 

The poor man‟s theater is always overcrowded, and every full hour, when the new show begins, 

there is a line of barely dressed children, workers and servants outside the door, where the flaming 

red poster proclaims all the glory that will during an hour be projected for greedy eyes and to the 

price of a small coin.
50

 

A telling example of how great the belief in cinema‟s power to affect its audience could be is 

given by Olsson when quoting Bror Gadelius, professor in psychiatry, saying that cinema with 

its “unlimited suggestive power exercise an almost irresistible influence on the mind of a 

child.”
51

 Children in particular were considered to be unsuitably affected by films that were 

sexually arousing or presented a seductive image of crime or antisocial behavior. The fear was 

that they would mimic what they saw on the screen and grow up to be a generation with weak 

moral standards. With this in mind it is not difficult to understand why leading pedagogues 

and teachers such as Waldner preferred to propagate for the use of cinema as education rather 

than entertainment. Where war newsreels end up in this dichotomy between useful and non-

useful film is a question that will be further investigated in the chapter “Cinema and Reality”. 

The pressure from the pedagogical elite and a preference from the industry for a national 

censorship rather than arbitrary local variations led to the establishment of the national 

censorship bureau in 1911. The law was modeled on a proposal presented by a commission 

consisting of Marie-Louise Gagner from Pedagogiska sällskapet, Charles Magnusson of the 

major Swedish film company Svenska Bio (Swedish Biograph) and Per Cronvall, a lawyer.
52

 

The censorship bureau, somewhat vaguely named Statens biografbyrå, was thus established in 

the autumn of 1911 with chief censor Walter Fevrell and censors Jakob Billström and Gagner 
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in office. All three were associated with the pedagogical movement, so it was obvious that the 

work of the bureau would be heavily influenced by their ideas. The central formulation of the 

legislation was: 

The inspector may not pass motion pictures, whose exhibition would conflict with common law or 

otherwise could have a brutalizing, exciting effect or would be contrary to all ideas of right and 

justice. Images depicting horror scenes, suicides or serious crimes in a manner or in circumstances 

that such an influence could be caused, should not be passed.
53 

The board from then on worked continuously with reviewing all films that would be screened 

publicly in Sweden, which during the war were around 4000 titles a year.
54

 According to a 

projectionist working at the bureau at the time, the censors had very long days and the 

projector was sometimes operating between seven in the morning and eleven in the evening.
55

 

The films were divided into three categories: red- allowed for everyone, yellow- allowed for 

people from 15 years of age, and white- completely banned.
56

 The censors also ordered cuts to 

be made for different reasons, and these could affect both red and yellow films. 

Fevrell‟s successor as chief censor, Gustaf Berg, headed the department between 1914 and 

1918, a time period corresponding to that of the war. Despite also having a background partly 

within pedagogics, Berg had a less rigid approach to cinema and was not outspoken against 

fiction films in the same manner as his predecessor. Often participating in debates, Berg did 

function as a sort of educator of the public and his goal was to push cinema and the public 

taste toward higher standards.
57

 He did this in a dialogue with the industry and had often 

positive things to say about the future of the film medium. Berg‟s period was in several ways 

marked by a different tone than the years under Fevrell although the bureau was still often 

strict in their judgment of films. 

When the censorship legislation was passed in 1911, one interesting change was being made 

from the proposal handed in by the commission. The original proposal opened up a possibility 

for censorship not only on the grounds already mentioned but also on subjects with political 
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or religious sensitivity.
58

 This part of the proposal was not included in the final legislation as 

the chief of the civil department Hugo Hamilton, without giving any thorough motivation as 

to why, stated that he didn‟t think it suitable.
59

 

However, in the wake of the eruption of World War I, the government saw fit to make an 

addition to the censorship regulations. Thus on October 23, 1914 the following paragraph was 

added: “Neither may motion pictures be passed, whose exhibition could be regarded as 

unsuitable in reference to the nations relations to foreign powers”.
60

 Where the initiative came 

from is not clear but there seems to have been an agreement on the fact that utmost sensitivity 

had to be shown during the war due to Sweden‟s policy of neutrality.
61

 This addition will be 

referred to as the “neutrality paragraph”. 

When Berg introduced this change in an article in Biografen however, he interestingly enough 

stated that “these types of images have of course not been passed before either, but a more 

direct legislation to refer to in this direction has been considered useful.”
62

 The censorship 

bureau did apparently take the nation‟s relation to foreign powers into consideration even 

before the new paragraph, seemingly without support in the legislation. This is also evident 

when looking at the censorship documents. Eight cuts of politically sensitive material related 

to the war were made in war newsreels between the time of the outbreak of the war and the 

introduction of the new paragraph. 

The very first cut of a World War I film, which has also been discussed by Svensson, was 

made on September 21, 1914 in the newsreel Ett inlägg I världskriget. Tyskarna går till anfall 

mot Belgien. II Delen (”An argument in the World War. The Germans attack Belgium. Part 

II”) from the German company Messter. The following intertitle was cut: ”Tamine. Here an 

infantry regiment was peacefully allowed to enter the city. Suddenly bullets were fired from 

all windows. The assault was engineered by the mayor of the city.” The proposition from the 

censors was to replace this text with a new one, simply stating “Tamine.”
63

 It is obvious that 

the reason for intervening in this case was that the text could be seen as giving a biased 
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recount of the events, depicting the German conquest as a peaceful action threatened by 

sudden violence from their enemies.   

A second cut was made on September 28 in the newsreel Det ödelagda Belgien (“The 

devastated Belgium”) from the French company Éclair. Two intertitles were cut: “How the 

Germans have devastated Belgium” and “The city of Melle 1,5 mil from Gent – which was 

burnt to the ground, when Gent didn‟t pay the demanded war tax fast enough”.
64

 Here it is 

also likely the choice of words like “devastated” and “burnt to the ground” as well as the 

reference to the guilt of Germany that have lead to the cuts. 

There is also a cut in a fiction film, the American Called to the Front (Charles Weston, 1914), 

where the image of a British flag is removed at the end of the film.
65

 An unidentified British 

film with the Swedish title När krigets åskor dåna (“When the thunders of war roar”) was 

banned completely with the motivation of being “brutalizing and exciting”.
66

 Reading the plot 

summary however it is clear that a German officer is portrayed as a wife-beating drunk that 

eventually gets killed in a duel with a British gentleman journalist, and one wonders if this 

might have influenced the censorship decision.  

Indeed Arne Svensson suggests that the premature censorship actions were motivated by 

being “upphetsande”, usually translated as “exciting” but with connotations such as 

“arousing”, especially in sexual terms. It is a very vague concept that could be interpreted as 

valid in terms of arousing political feelings in the audience.
67

 This is a fear that was prominent 

in the discourse around cinema and the masses of the time, something which will be further 

explored in the chapter “Cinema and Reality”, in a discussion of some articles provoked by 

“borggårdskrisen” in 1914. The term “upphetsande” was used both for intertitles and images 

that were considered exciting. Supporting Svensson‟s claim is the fact that Berg himself uses 

the word when arguing that biased depictions of the war may “excite” the audience in an 

unsuitable manner, in the article “Vår filmneutralitet” (“Our film neutrality”), published in 

1915.
68
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World War I Films in Sweden 

The number of films reviewed for public screening was around 4.000 titles a year throughout 

the war, with a peak in the season of autumn 1915 and spring 1916 with 4.306 reviewed titles. 

As statistics provided by Jan Olsson show, the percentage of films categorized as white 

increased from the season of 1914/1915 to 1916/1917 from 3 to 5,8.
69

 The high number of 

221 banned titles during the latter season could lead one to assume that the increase had 

something to do with the rising number of war films and the implementation of the neutrality 

paragraph. Looking at statistics however, one can feel quite certain that this was not a major 

reason. According to Svensson, only 17 titles were banned during the whole war with 

reference to the neutrality paragraph.
70

 My own research confirms this and makes clear that 

the censors preferred to cut politically sensitive material rather than banning the whole films. 

One cannot be certain that political considerations did not play a part in some bans on fiction 

films primarily motivated by other reasons, but these cases were not likely that many. 

Of the films banned with reference to the neutrality paragraph only two were newsreels, the 

rest belonged to the category of fiction films with references to the war considered 

unreasonably biased or with demonizing depictions of characters from enemy countries. What 

seems noteworthy is that all but two of the banned films, one Swedish and one of unknown 

origin, were produced by the Entente countries.
71

 According to Svensson, politically 

motivated cuts were made in 123 newsreels during the war as compared to only 30 fiction 

films. 93 of the newsreels were only cut in the intertitles.
72

 

Newsreels were before the war being distributed continuously to the Swedish market from 

major Euopean companies such as Pathé, Gaumont and Messter. This practice continued 

throughout the war with both the usual weekly newsreels containing all sorts of material as 

well as newsreels specifically commenting the war. The practice of screening war newsreels 

from different sides of the conflict produced an effect similar to that of the war reporting in 

newspapers at the time. The report of an event in the war was often made through the 

presentation of telegrams from several involved parties. 

One example is a battle between Russian and German forces in eastern Prussia being reported 

in StT September 2, 1914. A German telegram is presented saying that their forces won a 
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major victory, devastating the enemy and taking thousands of prisoners. Directly afterwards a 

Russian telegram give their angle, stating that there was a defeat but that reinforcements are 

on the way and pointing out recent advancements in other regions.
73

 Then follow several more 

perspectives on the battle, including the paper‟s own correspondent in Berlin and reactions 

from both German and Russian press. This manner of reporting an event of the war ensured 

that the reader would get two sides of the conflict, and the experience of seeing both French 

and German newsreels in a cinema would probably be analogous. 

The countries of origin of newsreels shown in Sweden shifted during different stages of the 

war, something which is interesting to look at. To get a manageable number of films to 

analyze, newsreels that were reviewed by the censorship between 11 and 25 of January the 

years of 1915-1918 are used as examples. These periods provide samples of what was 

imported for the Swedish market from an early stage to the beginning of the last year of the 

war. It might not be possible to draw all that far-reaching conclusions based on two weeks 

each year but interesting changes do occur during the period that attest to changes in 

propaganda power. 

When looking at the list of films, there are on the one hand the newsreels exclusively dealing 

with the war, and on the other the weekly journals by companies like the French Pathé or the 

German Messter that usually include a sequence or two about the war among other types of 

material. What is clear is that while the Entente powers early on managed to distribute more 

films to the Swedish market, the situation changed and the Central powers were in 1917 and 

1918 the dominating producers. 

Of the war newsreels, the Entente powers peaked already in 1915 with ten films during the 

two week period, while they during the same time in 1918 only distributed two. The same 

numbers for the weekly journals are ten and four respectively. Important for this development 

is especially the decline in British films, which in 1915 numbered seven war journals and two 

weekly‟s while there were zero in 1917 and 1918. The lack in 1918 can be explained by the 

ban on film export then in force in Britain. The French weekly newsreels were always widely 

distributed and numbered at the most twelve in 1916 and the least four in 1918. French war 

newsreels always had a presence on Swedish cinemas but the numbers declined throughout 

the war. The dominating French companies were Pathé, Gaumont and Éclair while the most 

prominent British one was Topical. The American film companies that started to dominate the 
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fiction film market during the war were not as important on the newsreel front at this time, 

and the examples are quite few.  

The number of German and Austrian films increased after the first years numbering ten war 

newsreels in 1917 and seven in 1918, with six and two weeklies respectively. This 

development seems to motivate the fears expressed in a discussion in France on the 

widespread German propaganda in Sweden during 1918.
74

 During the first two years the 

Central powers were clearly outnumbered by the Entente powers in this perspective. A point 

of uncertainty exist during 1918 however since eleven war newsreels are of unknown origin, 

either categorized as such by the censors, or said to be produced by a film company with the 

abbreviation “Sect. cin.” that is difficult to trace. The most prominent German companies on 

the Swedish market were Messter and Eiko while Sascha was the outstanding Austrian 

producer. 

The complicated international relationship between different film companies sometimes had 

interesting consequences, such as when Pathé was distributing a newsreel from the German 

company Union, possibly helping to spread war propaganda of the enemy.
75

 Business seems 

to have gone before patriotic loyalty and for Pathé, a company with subdivisions in many 

countries, the number of factors to consider in film trade must have seemed limitless. 

Together with different import and export bans during parts of the war, the international film 

market was complicated during WWI to say the least.
76

 

The shift toward a Swedish newsreel market more dominated by Germany is in some sense 

countered by an increasingly polemical tone in American fiction films commenting the war, 

as the many examples of censorship will show. Seen in total, from the limited scope of my 

example periods, the balance between the two major alliances seems however to have been 

relatively equal in terms of the number of films distributed. This supports Berg‟s claim that 

the Swedish cinemas provided a relatively equal opportunity for the audience to take part of 

war reports from both sides of the conflict.
77

 Whether the censorship was as neutral is of 

course another question. 
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Swedish Neutrality 

Two main factors influenced the reception and censorship of World War I films in Sweden. 

The first was the issue of neutrality and the other the discourse on media specificity that will 

be discussed more in depth in the next chapter. Considering Sweden‟s officially declared 

neutrality in the war, the authorities were careful not to get into conflict with any of the 

involved parties. The mass audience of cinema together with a belief that the medium had 

power to agitate and influence it, made it important to control the ideological content of what 

was shown. With the introduction of the neutrality paragraph, Statens biografbyrå had new 

incentives to be attentive toward politically sensitive material. 

In the article “Vår filmneutralitet” from 1915, chief censor Gustaf Berg comments on the 

procedure and considerations of the censorship board regarding in particular war newsreels in 

response to an ongoing debate in Swedish newspapers.
78

 This debate was provoked by an 

article in the British The Times discussed in SvD. The article questioned whether Sweden‟s 

neutrality was correctly upheld and argued that the country was flooded with German 

propaganda, especially in the cinemas.
79

 This fear was also echoed in a much later article in 

Filmbladet 1918 referring to a French article by Henri Coutant in Ciné Journal claiming that 

the German government was the owner of a firm distributing propaganda in Sweden.
80

 The 

editorial in SvD however contends that Sweden is the most neutral of all countries and that 

there is no other place where the opposite sides of the war are so free to express their 

opinion.
81

 It seems like the state censorship of cinema didn‟t disprove this argument for the 

anonymous writer in SvD.
 

Berg argues that the censorship board is very careful and impartial in the handling of material 

from the different battling countries and that there is therefore no need to worry.
82

 The article 

includes a small historiography of newsreels from WWI where Berg shows awareness toward 

the questionable authenticity of the very earliest films that were often compilations from 

material shot before the outbreak of the war. In general Berg argues that we should not be 

surprised that there are elements of propaganda in both war related newsreels and fiction. On 

the opposite he claims that one could have expected even more of that kind. He refers to the 

idea of an objective quality of the film camera and states that the censors have mostly dealt 
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with biased intertitles, while the images themselves are most often neutral. The mission of 

Statens biografbyrå is to “keep the war film absolutely neutral or even something more: 

completely objective. Well, how about freedom of speech? Yes, freedom of speech is a good 

thing, in the right place.”
83

 

In the following quote Berg also points out the collective experience as one of the central 

reasons as to why cinema needs to be censored properly: 

But newspapers are read one by one or at least in a small circle. The reader can get furious and 

scream in anger, but at least it is done inside the four walls of the home and isn‟t heard very far. In 

front of the cinema screen, one has to consider the effect of mass behavior and the public sphere. 

One-sided representations would in that context and in such an affected time easily split the 

audience into applauding and hushing camps or lead to even more problematic manifestations with 

much more widespread repercussions than one would initially expect. Furthermore this is not a 

question of our Swedish freedom of speech, but the freedom of speech of foreign tongues with 

interests, which might go against our own.
84

 

Berg further argues that the collective experience of cinema make the audience more 

receptive to strong emotions that can muddle their “neutral feelings”.
85

 Even scenes and 

intertitles that are not explicitly arousing but can evoke sympathy or antipathy for either side 

should be carefully considered. In uncertain cases, the rule has so forth been to “turn the old 

juridical rule upside down and not give the benefit of the doubt”.
86

 This goes for both 

newsreels and fiction films. 

His fear of political manifestations is also evident in a letter quoted by Svensson and written 

to some of the major Swedish film companies already before the introduction of the neutrality 

paragraph, expressing worries that they used agitational material in advertisement for war 

films.
87

 No propaganda war was to be fought in Swedish cinemas. 

It seems that the most important issue for the censorship was to control the audience reception 

and behavior and keep them from expressing strong political ideas or emotions in relation to 
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the films. The freedom to take part of information without state intervention was in this 

context given a lower priority, as Berg shows when arguing that freedom of speech is good in 

the right time and place, implicitly saying that wartime is not the occasion. Berg also claims 

that the censorship has been effective since the Swedish audience hasn‟t reacted in an 

unsuitable manner toward the war films shown so far. 

Most interestingly Berg continues by giving examples of how Statens biografbyrå execute 

their censoring. As mentioned Berg suggests that many images carry a certain objective 

quality in themselves and argue that the most dangerous parts are the intertitles that guide the 

interpretation of these images. Therefore the board often alters title cards. An example is 

given: Let‟s say that a title reads “here so and so many innocent women and children were 

murdered by so and so” and the image shows a town square before the war.
88

 Here the 

censorship board would alter the text to, for example, “The square in the town x before the 

war” or “The city of x that the war has hit hard” or some other variation. According to Berg 

this procedure ensure that a neutral approach is enforced since grave accusations from all 

sides of the war are neutralized. He argues that the strict treatment by the censorship board 

has led to cinema programs totally free from propaganda in Sweden. 

Berg‟s views on the interrelationship between image and text again points to the paradoxical 

conclusion that the cinematic image is on the one hand objective and on the other potentially 

the bearer of political propaganda. The texts are seen as crucial in the interpretation of the 

images but it is only in conjunction with these that they become dangerously influential. This 

dynamic is something that the censorship board is continually trying to cope with and was 

central to many discussions of cinema at the time. 

Cinema and Reality 

There is no doubt that in particular the newsreels from the war did make a powerful 

impression on its audience. The most forcefully formulated example of this is found in one of 

the very earliest responses to World War I films in Swedish press. As part of the weekly 

review of cinema programs in StT, “X.X.” describes the emotions caused by a war newsreel 

showing Belgium forces marching off toward an uncertain fate: 

Moreover it was overwhelming to see the columns of soldiers marching and see the privates wave 

goodbye from the line on their way out. It told us again, what the cinema is about. No poems in the 

world, no author‟s pathos could give what this gave, this monument of all these, among whom 
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many no longer exist. In a hundred years that film could be shown with the title: “Those who were 

sacrificed at Liège.” And be shown all around the world. It says more than statues and bronze 

sculptures.
89

 

The poignancy of such a statement a hundred years later evoke some of the passion declared 

for the capability of cinema to capture and preserve something of the acuteness and reality of 

these now historical events. Though it is uncertain if this specific film has survived to our 

time, the archives still hold plenty of examples of similar scenes of soldiers leaving brief 

impressions on film before continuing toward their uncertain fates in the Great War. 

Although the cinema discourse was not pronouncedly theoretical in Sweden at this time, ideas 

on the medium‟s qualities and specificities were being discussed in both trade journals and 

daily newspapers. In the quoted review above, X.X. express a fascination toward what has 

later been described as the indexical imprint of cinema and other photographic media. The 

fact that the soldiers have been in front of the camera at the specific time of the filming give 

the representation a certain sense of urgency and reality unknown to the poem or bronze 

sculpture. This realization that what is seen has actually existed is one of the things that later 

fascinated Roland Barthes in his classic contemplation on the medium of photography in 

Camera Lucida.
90

 The idea if not the term of the indexical was an important aspect of cinema 

discourse already during the 1910‟s but, as will later be shown, its promise of authenticity was 

complicated by a number of factors. 

The relationship between filmic representations and reality was a central and recurrent issue. 

In an article by the German writer Max Nordau presented in a translation in Filmbladet, 

newsreels are described as moving newspapers and considered important for the public 

perception of actual events, among them World War I.
91

 The difference between the press and 

cinema is described by Nordau as follows: 

That is how the whole content of newspapers is made animate for the audience of the cinema 

theater. It is no longer stories, however vividly told; it is no longer representations, however 

truthfully recounted, it is the events themselves, which are displayed for the eyes of the audience. 

It is the complete reality, the terrible or ecstatic, grotesque or enchanting that invades the nerves of 

the spectator and seductively sweep him into the boiling whirlpool of existence.
92
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Cinema‟s potential to capture reality is further discussed in an article on the current political 

issues around ”borggårdskrisen” in early 1914 and the filmic representations of the different 

manifestations and protests around the event. The political crisis stemmed from conflicting 

opinions regarding investments in the Swedish military during these times of unrest. It also 

demonstrated the somewhat unclear political situation that existed in the process towards 

democracy. Large manifestations were held by both conservative royalists and more liberal 

minded workers and these were filmed and released as newsreels that got wide and fast 

distribution around the country.
93

 The press was full of articles on the manifestations, 

sometimes colored by their political loyalties. 

The camera, it is argued in the unsigned article “Objektivets reportage” (“The report of the 

lens”) in Biografen, can capture events in an objective manner as opposed to articles in 

newspapers that are always trying to influence the reader.
94

 This is considered especially true 

in politically charged situations, such as borggårdskrisen, where the sources of information 

coming from the press are often “muddled, if not even poisoned”.
95

 The manner of reporting 

is always influenced by the political sympathies of the newspaper. A longer passage is worth 

quoting in full: 

And within short people in different parts of the country could see truthfully what had happened in 

the capital, faithfully in every detail, more lucid and complete, than if one would have been 

standing there oneself. There is something more than just a technical term to say that it is through 

the lens [“objektivet”], that the camera records its images, and through the lens, that the projector 

reproduces them. Between that there are processes that might not be free from the influence of 

human subjectivity. One-sided or biased opinions might of course exert influence through choice 

and compilation. But the mechanical work means an operative control, and the details are each true 

for themselves, even if they do not present the full truth when put together. The camera report 

objectively [“objektivt”]. The film report becomes an ever increasingly indispensable complement 

to the annals for both contemporary and future times. That it despite its objectivity doesn‟t present 

a material devoid of sentiment is shown by the recent films of the farmer‟s manifestations. The 
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vivid representation in images triggers the same sentiments that already exist within the spectator 

in regard to the topic. But first and foremost facts are documented.
96

 

The writer makes a linguistic connection between the camera lens (“objektiv”) and its ability 

to be objective (“objektiv”) and detailed in its recording of actual events. The objectivity of 

the cinematic representation of events apparently makes it possible for the audience to make 

up their own minds. On the other hand there is an acknowledgement of cinema‟s power to 

affect its audience, echoing the fears of Gustaf Berg. There is in this article an obvious tension 

between the belief that cinema can capture events with an objective distance and an awareness 

of the possibility to direct the audience through editing and selection. The claim that the 

audience can only be agitated to express the feelings they already have might seem simplified 

although it works to point out how the collective experience of cinema going can play an 

important part in forming group identity. 

A follow up article, “Biografen som stämningsspridare” (“The cinema as distributor of 

sentiment”), stresses the great influence that cinema asserts over its audience. It cites numbers 

on the amount of people around the country that were able to follow the events in Stockholm 

through cinema theaters.
97

 The anonymous author continues by arguing that cinema can serve 

different purposes and ideologies, and influence the audience in different ways, thus 

presenting a powerful tool. Cinema in itself does not have a political purpose, argues the 

writer, but can be used by different sides in a conflict to propagate for their cause.  To its 

advantage however, is the already mentioned idea that the cinematic representation stands on 

a solidly objective ground. It is interesting to note this conflict between a view on cinema as 

presenting an objective report and that of the medium as potentially manipulating and 

propagandistic. The article also cites reports on how royalists applauded and saluted the 

king‟s famous speech during screenings in Stockholm of one of the films on the crisis. 
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In relation to the form of newsreels, Nicholas Hiley has discussed the concept of an “aesthetic 

of authenticity”. This aesthetic was largely an effect of the working methods of actuality 

filmmaking during the 1910‟s, distinguished by an economical use of raw material as well as 

limitations imposed by technology and lack of time. The working method and heavy 

equipment together with a desire to make the images easy to understand and interpret led to a 

form with few shots, straight angles and a predictable structure, often emphasizing events as 

stages in a process.
98

 The aesthetic that was so intimately associated with actuality films 

became understood as authentic or objective as opposed to the more artful styles of fictional 

cinema. Where constructed sets, famous actors and use of dramatic techniques such as close-

ups, sophisticated lighting and complex camera movements were signs of the ever more 

popular genres of fiction cinema, the stripped aesthetics of the actuality signaled realism.
99

 

The aesthetic of authenticity was an ingredient in the tension between perceived objectivity 

and the acknowledgement of the possibility to manipulate. 

What is further typical for the aesthetics of non-fiction cinema of the 1910‟s is discussed by 

Jennifer Peterson as the “Collection principle of editing”. As opposed to the increasing 

linearity of continuity editing employed in fiction films, non-fiction genres were generally 

built on a formula were each shot is more independent in its relation to the other images in the 

film. A travelogue is generally focusing on a specific area or culture and while this theme 

informs the choice of motives, a lack of spatial and temporal continuity is characteristic of 

how the shots are assembled. The order of the images could be changed without altering the 

meaning of the film, making each shot function as an independent “view” that connects to the 

others by way of theme rather than narration.
100

 This discontinuous collection editing is also 

prominent in the way the war newsreels are shot. Each image form a view of a place or an 

event relating to the war but only seldom are these put together in coherent sequences 

narrating a visual story. Rather the narration is often placed in the intertitles whose purpose is 

to direct the interpretation of the images and place these in the larger context of the war. With 

the ideological message mainly delivered through the intertitles it is not so surprising that 

these were censored more often than images. 
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Overall, the censors seem to have had a positive view of war newsreels. Most of them are 

passed as red and allowed for children despite the frequent inclusion of potentially frightening 

scenes such as destroyed cities and dead or wounded people. This practice indicates that the 

censors viewed war newsreels in the context of other actualities providing useful information 

in a pedagogical manner. Following the desire to make the films available for all audiences, 

some of the cuts made are of graphically frightening scenes, in particular those depicting dead 

soldiers. These kinds of images are also referred to by Gustaf Berg as the only ones cut by the 

censors from war newsreels motivated by other considerations than neutrality.
101

 The 

examples are many. 

In Där italienska fronten genombröts (“Where the italian front was broken through”) the 

following description is found on the censorship card: “Cut: All displays of corpses and 

cadavers in the beginning of part I, texts 3 and 4 should therefore be put together; later cut a 

corpse by the roadside, horse cadavers and close to the end, a dead body by a small chapel. 

Cut in part II the display of a wounded, who is lying by the road getting bandaged.”
102

 

That images of death were considered unsuitable for a child audience is not surprising, 

perhaps more so that in many cases depictions of dead people were not removed. Primarily 

close ups of dead bodies and images with many dead people in the same scene were censored. 

Then of course, to remove all corpses from newsreels throughout the war would have been to 

erase the very essence of the horrors and perhaps a bit too much censoring even for the 

censors. 

The widespread belief in the objectivity of newsreel images was certainly not blind as is 

evident in an expressed awareness of the potential to manipulate material and misrepresent 

what they show. In “Kriget och filmerna” (“The war and the films”) the signature 

“Biographicus” discuss early war newsreels as an assemblage of old war footage as well as 

stock images of military exercise and locations.
103

 Many later films are on the other hand 

more true to reality, argues the writer of the unsigned article “Bilder från fronten” (“Images 

from the front”).
104

 There is a sense however that war journals shouldn‟t become too realistic, 
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then they would only be depressing and demoralizing for the public.
105

 They would also risk 

being dangerously arousing and harmful for the audience, thus being banned more often. By 

these standards the writer claims that it is good if the films are realistic and true but it would 

serve no purpose to show the horrors of battle in too much detail. 

The censors also discussed the issues of authenticity and manipulation in regards to 

newsreels. In an interview in DN titled “Krigskinematograferingens resultat” (“The result of 

war cinematography”) written in the autumn of 1914 by “Peau de Veau”, Berg discusses the 

war newsreels from different perspectives.
106

 To begin with he, in line with Loiperdinger and 

the already cited quote by Griffith, concludes that the war newsreels might be a big 

disappointment for parts of the audience. He continues: 

Those who have even the smallest knowledge of the warfare of our time and the current position of 

our cinema industry has on the opposite surely not expected anything spectacular. A modern war 

front is decidedly not much to see, it‟s an invisible enemy and a number of trenches from where 

salvos are fired. A small bit of smoke perhaps, hardly that, and not much to see. The effect, that is, 

the sound, cannot be registered by the cinematograph.
107

 

On the question of whether the censorship often has reason to intervene in the war newsreels, 

Berg answers: 

Very seldom. The images from the war are in themselves generally completely objective, and in 

those cases where the censorship has had to intervene, the cuts have involved the sometimes 

unrestrained intertitles. Some attempts have surely been made to, so to speak, make war through 

the cinema theater, but the censors have immediately stopped such examples. When there is for 

example an image of a square in any town whatsoever, and the text informs us that „here a hundred 

individuals of the population who had fired towards our soldiers, were shot‟, then that is stopped 

immediately.
108

 

In this answer Berg establishes a line of argument that continued in articles of later date, 

stressing the objective qualities of war footage but showing cautiousness towards the 
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accompanying texts. He continues by discussing some distinguishing traits of the newsreels 

from different countries. According to Berg, the Germans put a lot of effort into showing their 

kindness towards children and the population of conquered territories, while the French and 

English films focus on atrocities blamed on their enemies. This commentary on the motives of 

the images shows an awareness of the propaganda game that is constantly being played out 

between the battling nations. Towards the very end of the interview Berg is asked if it‟s 

possible to know whether these films are actually completely authentic or not, and his answer 

is interestingly enough: 

Of course not. In many cases one doubts. But in one case one can be convinced that the film does 

not lie, and that is regarding the many processions of refugees. These images from the country 

roads of Belgium with long lines of broken down figures and faces in despair has to be true. That‟s 

also why they constitute such a grim witness of the horrors of war, and one could probably notice 

that these are the images from the war, that make the most powerful impression on the cinema 

audience.
109

 

Here Berg suddenly emphasizes the uncertain authenticity of films from the front. What 

seems to be at play here are colliding ideas and expectations. On the one hand we have the 

technology of cinema that through the indexical imprint of its object can assure us that what 

we see on the cinema screen has actually been in front of the camera. Newsreels and 

actualities have furthermore been thought to have great objective qualities, as is shown by the 

discourse on cinema and education. There is on the other hand an awareness of the possibility 

of manipulation and fake that is made possible by editing and selection.  

Moreover, the genres of fiction film have proved the possibility to stage sequences in a 

realistic manner. As Jennifer Peterson has argued, the distinction between fact and fiction was 

not as established in the era dominated by non-fiction genres such as travelogues as in later 

times with its established dichotomy of drama and documentary.
110

 Early non-fiction films 

often included staged sequences and it should not be surprising to find examples of that in war 

newsreels as well.
111

 The border between fiction and non-fiction was uncertain and examples 

adhering to the aesthetic of authenticity might still include staged sequences among the 
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authentic ones. These issues will be further discussed in the chapter on films relating to the 

1916 battle of Somme. 

As shown by the discussion above, cinema was regarded as having great power to influence. 

From the debates on its pedagogical merits and potentially dangerous influence on the youth 

through to arguments around cinematic representations of borggårdskrisen, the ideas on 

cinema during this time consisted of a mix of fears and hopes. The medium was seen as 

having the advantage of the objective qualities assured by its impersonal mechanical 

construction, but it was also dangerously effective in influencing its mass audience. 

At its best newsreels provided a diverse audience with the opportunity to follow the war in 

films based on factual images filmed in the actual places affected by it. The horrific war 

newsreels would also, according to many, function as anti-war statements and appeals to 

peace since the authentic brutality of them would counter patriotic illusions of the glory of 

battle. This was occasionally pointed out as a positive feature in the neutral Sweden as will be 

shown in the reception study of the films from the battle of Somme. 

On the other hand were fears that the war films would not lead to neutral opinions but to 

sympathies with one of the involved parties at the expense of another. Moreover, these 

opinions would be expressed not at home but in the public sphere of the cinema theater or the 

streets. Such dreaded manifestations could be a problem for a government dedicated to 

neutrality and reluctant to offend any foreign powers. If these feelings were expressed under 

the influence of biased propaganda rather than neutral facts, the effect could be even worse. 

This line of argument would seem to be the dominating reason behind the addition of the 

neutrality paragraph to the censorship law, and the context within which to view the specific 

censorship examples that will be discussed below. The censors were thus extra wary of films 

expressing overt propaganda and presenting manipulated or one-sided facts. But also factually 

valid expressions risking to arouse political feelings were often censored. 
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Censorship of War Newsreels 

Of the massive amount of newsreels reviewed by Statens biografbyrå, there are many 

examples of small cuts and edits of intertitles. Only two newsreels were banned during the 

war, both with reference to the neutrality paragraph. The first one, Hur engelsmännen 

censurerar den utländska posten (“How the English censor the foreign mail”) of 1916, is from 

an unknown, judging by the content probably German, company. The censor‟s motivation 

was: “The screening of this film, which could be feared to provoke manifestations from the 

audience, has to be deemed unsuitable with reference to the nation‟s relation to foreign 

powers.”
112

 The second case is Lenin, Rysslands nyaste lille “far” (“Lenin, Russia‟s most 

recent little „father‟) from 1917, this ban also being motivated with the neutrality paragraph 

and described as following: “Caricature of Lenin as well as a boy saying „attention old geezer‟ 

to an elderly military, additionally the inscription „Russian brotherhood‟.”
113

 

That these two examples were banned rather than cut has likely a lot to do with their limited 

length, 148 and 30 meters respectively, making it difficult to cut the sensitive material without 

rendering the short films incomprehensible. In the first case the censors apparently perceived 

censorship itself to be a touchy issue that could lead to manifestations from the audience. As 

for the caricature of Lenin, it was praxis to cut sequences polemic against specific 

representational figures. As the European kings, emperors and ministers were representing 

their countries during this aristocratic era, an attack against their persons was also an attack 

against their country. The examples of Lenin and the German king in the later to be discussed 

The Fall of a Nation, show that polemical attacks such as these were removed in both fiction 

and non-fiction film. 

Also idealized depictions of representational figures were removed such as when the censors 

ordered a cut in De stridande makternas olika vapenslag. Serie 3. Krigsfartyg, flygmaskiner 

och luftskepp (“The different weapons of the fighting forces. Part 3. Battle ships, airplanes 

and airships.”): “Cut the apotheosizing group of portraits of emperors Wilhelm and Frans 

Josef, at the end”.
114

 Neither demonization nor glorification of the national leaders was 

allowed.  
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Strong expressions of patriotism were cut or edited extensively. Aside from leaders, this 

applied in particular to national symbols like flags and songs. When the U.S. prepared to enter 

the war a wave of patriotic films was produced, both newsreels and fictional dramas, and 

some overtly propagandistic displays were censored. One such example is when the censors 

changed the title of a 1918 newsreel from “Pershings korståg” (“the crusade of Pershing”) to 

Amerika och kriget (“America and the war”), since the first was considered to have an 

emotional political message.
115

 Another is the ending of Amerika och kriget. Officiell 

amerikansk krigsfilm i fyra avdelningar. (“America and the war. Official American war film 

in four parts.”), where an image of the American flag descending over a map of Europe was 

removed.
116

 An example from another part of the world is Japanesiska armén (“The Japanese 

army”) from which a display of the Japanese flag in the end was cut.
117

 

Some newsreels were propagandistic in ways that were openly agitational and unsurprisingly 

these were generally censored. Among the examples are the German company Polarfilm‟s 

Tyskarnas intåg i Hälsingfors (“The German march into Helsinki”) from 1918 where three 

intertitles were cut: “…and are cleansed from its band of robbers [the Russians]…”, “A train 

of ammunition taken from the red guard on the marshalling yard of Helsinki” and the 

concluding intertitle “[the Finnish white guard and the German army] …seal the liberation 

from a regime of terror whose instigators and assistants are now brought away as 

prisoners.”
118

 The equation of Russians with robbers and instigators of terror was thus not 

tolerated, probably because of the strong and generalizing choice of words. Obviously these 

kinds of descriptions go against a neutral diplomatic stance. 

Aside from the censored intertitles however, there is additionally one that would seem to 

include a way of expression usually dissuaded by the censors. Documents at Riksarkivet show 

that intertitle no. 14 states: “The Germans, met with cheering from the population, march into 

the liberated Finnish capital.”
119

 This intertitle, with its enthusiasm and use of the word 

“liberated”, should belong to the category of expressions that could provoke reactions from 

the audience. Not least so since Finland as a neighboring country with very strong ties to 
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Sweden would engage the population more than the average European nation. Perhaps it is a 

general sympathy with Finland and mistrust for Russia, in particular after the revolution of 

1917, which affected the censors despite all proclamations of complete neutrality. 

When destruction and death are blamed on an enemy, the censors usually step in regardless of 

who is making the accusation and who stands accused. After the Russian revolution of 1917, 

German and Austrian films occasionally stressed the new political identity of the country, 

trying to make advantage of the distrust towards communists that existed in parts of the 

populations of Europe. In the German newsreel Ukrajnas huvudstad Kiew (“Kiev, capital of 

Ukraine”) two intertitles were cut: “One of the victims of the Bolsheviks…” and “Bourgeois 

citizens and Ukraine soldiers, murdered by the Bolsheviks, are buried”.
120

 These titles 

accusing the Russians of murder and implicating class based reasons for these deeds were 

considered biased and disturbing. 

Another group of people portrayed as suspicious were the soldiers from colonial areas used by 

the French and British armies in Europe. In the German newsreel Messter vecka n:o 37 1917 

(”Messter week no. 37 1917”) the censors cut the ironic intertitle “Fighters for culture and 

human rights” that accompanied an image of “negro prisoners” that had been taken captives 

by the Germans.
121

 It was likely the polemic and intended demeaning description of the black 

soldiers as representatives of the Entente powers rather than the underlying racism of the 

intertitle that lead to this cut. In any case it proves that the censors tried to neutralize 

accusations directed toward any specific group or nation. 

Displays of damage inflicted on people and buildings were generally allowed as long as they 

were not too graphic or put the blame on specific nations. Sometimes however, as in the 1914 

film Med kameran vid slagfronten (“With the camera at the battlefront”), scenes with 

seriously wounded soldiers were cut, “in particular the by dum-dum-bullets ravaged leg with 

gangrene, the by eight grenade fragments splintered leg, the bayonet wound and so forth.”
122

 

The ambition to protect the audience from the shocking images led in this case to a censoring 

of some of the very real effects of the war.  
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When accusations were made of enemies attacking civilians these were generally removed. 

An example is the Gaumont produced Med ryska armén i Polen (“With the Russian army in 

Poland”) from August 1915 where the following intertitle was cut: “The tsar comforts farmers 

who have seen their homes being destroyed by the Germans”.
123

 The same propaganda but 

delivered in the opposite direction was censored two months later when the following polemic 

intertitle in the German Krigsnummer 56 (“War piece 56”) was cut: “The to misery and 

hardship forsaken Poles return from their Russian „liberators‟ to their destroyed homes.”
124

 In 

the likewise German Bilder från Vestfronten. Striderna i Juli 1918 (“Images from the Western 

front. The battles of July 1918”) the following intertitle was seen as polemic and cut: “Old 

women in front of their homes that were destroyed by their own countrymen”.
125

 

Expressions in intertitles that implicitly try to position the audience as an involved party in 

depicted events were regularly cut. One such example is the possessive pronoun “our”, 

implicating a shared identity of the protagonists of the film and the audience in the theater. 

The censors have for example changed the intertitle of “Our marine in the war” to “The 

German marine in the war” in Eiko krigsnummer 82 (“Eiko war piece 82”), thus at least on 

some level changing the perspective of the film.
126

 In an earlier part of the same series of 

German newsreels, Eiko krigsnummer 79 (“Eiko war piece 79”), the intertitle “The capture of 

Durarro by our allies” was changed to “The capture of Durarro by the Austrians”, again 

shifting perspective from that of someone involved to that of a bystander.
127

 There are no 

signs that the censors also recognized the camera‟s possibility to position the audience as 

participants through visual techniques such as framing and movement. Since surviving World 

War I newsreels generally adhere to Hiley‟s aesthetic of authenticity, they might have been 

perceived as objective enough not to affect the audience in such a way.  

Another often censored word was “enemy” such as in Pathés Vecko-Blad from December 

1916: “The intertitle „The Russian front. The success of the allies in Galicia continues. Loads 

of enemy soldiers are surrendering daily‟ is cut and replaced with „The Russian front. From 
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the campaign in Galicia. Several prisoners have been taken.‟”
128

 All with the purpose of 

avoiding identification between the audience and the fighting forces. 

Films trying to influence the neutral countries were also sensitive. In the British produced 

newsreel Hur ett slagskepp uppbygges. Minsvepning I Nordsjön (“How a battle ship is built. 

Minesweeping in the North Sea”) from 1916, the claim that the minesweeping made by 

British ships were crucial for both Britain and neutral countries, was cut.
129

 Considering the 

fact that public manifestations was such a sensitive issue, it is not surprising that the censors 

chose to change the following intertitle of Gaumonts illustrerade veckorevy no. 8: “Geneva 

(Switzerland). Mass manifestations against the spy colonels.” into “Mass manifestations in the 

neutrality issue”, emphasizing that the people manifested their wish to stay neutral.
130

 

In Pathés Vecko-Blad. Tidsnyheter. Sports. Allehanda. (”Pathés Weekly. News. Sports. 

Miscellaneous.”) from October 1915 the following text with its accompanying images was 

cut: “United States, Bayonne. Due to instigation by German political agents riots have 

occurred with the purpose of stopping the dispatch of ammunition to the allied.”
131

 Public 

manifestations were bad enough and in combination with agents even worse. In Éclair 

Veckojournal n:o 55 (“Éclair Weekly no. 55”) the following intertitle was cut: “Armed 

neutrality. The Balkan states on „the safe side‟.”
132

 

Further images of public manifestations, this time in Greece, were removed in Éclair journal 

nr. 1 together with the following two intertitles: “A protest against German Athenaeum Ldt, 

who wanted to evict the Services-club with force”, and “Bombardment over the Greeks. The 

German Zeppelin drops bombs over the Greek part of the city [Salonika]. Some Greek citizens 

were killed…”
133

 In the Italian newsreel De allierades här och flotta (“The army and fleet of 

the allied forces”) commenting on the situation in Greece, the label “rebel” was removed from 

three intertitles describing Greek troops.
134
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One can sometimes discern a form of conversation in the propaganda war where accusations 

were directed toward the enemy, who replied with a new accusation or comment on the use of 

a word or description of an event. The Swedish censorship took the edge of many of the films 

involved in this war on the cinema.  In Pathés vecko-blad from September 1916 the following 

intertitle was cut: “The French population has returned to the ruins that will stand as a telling 

memory of a barbaric „culture‟”,
135

 with its edge directed toward Germany. This accusation 

got a sort of answer in another of Eiko‟s war pieces, Krigsnummer 76, where the censorship 

card reads: “The intertitle „German barbarians: a general distributes gifts to 70 children of the 

enemy in Flanders‟ is cut, can be replaced with a new, where „German barbarians‟ (as 

indirectly polemical) is not included.”
136

 

Since the war to a certain degree was a question of national honor, the issue of barbarism and 

cultural prestige was infected. Accusations of destruction of culturally significant buildings 

and items were generally cut, such as in Gaumont-journalen N:o 48 where the following 

intertitle was removed alongside images of the items displayed: “Paris. Exhibition of art 

works mutilated by the Germans”.
137

 

The most common example of this kind was accusations of the enemy destroying churches, in 

particular old and beautiful ones. Churches signaled both culture and religion and the 

destruction of one of God‟s buildings would also make the perpetrator seem unchristian, and 

with the vocabulary of the time a barbarian. Examples include the German newsreel Från 

jätteslaget i Väster. Slaget vid St. Quentin (“From the great battle in the West. The battle of 

St. Quentin”) where the following two intertitles were cut alongside accusations against the 

French for the destruction of hospitals and a red cross-flag: “The magnificent church of S:t 

Martin has been destroyed by the French battery” and “The church rooster lies shot down at 

the portal.”
138

 

Crimes against common agreements were sensitive. In Messter – vecka nr. 20. 1915 the final 

polemic intertitle was removed: ”An English mine cut loose by the storm is picked up at the 
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beach. According to public international law a mine such as this should have been made non-

harmful through this event. This is not the case with English mines however.”
139

 

Though many, the examples above are only a fraction of the massive amount of cuts and edits 

that Statens biografbyrå made in war newsreels. The practice in large followed the objective 

stated by Berg to remove all attempts to “make war through the cinema theater”. Although 

there are a few cases where it is possible to suspect that the censorship was affected by 

personal sympathies, the thoroughness and strictness of the bureau was in general evenly 

applied. There are not any immediately recognizable changes of attitude over time toward the 

different nations either, with the possible exception of a few cases regarding post-revolution 

Russia.  
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Censorship of Fiction Films 

The examples of censorship of fiction films motivated by an unsatisfactory level of neutrality 

were, as already mentioned, quite few in comparison with newsreels. The interventions were 

often more extensive however and, since fiction lacked the generally acknowledged 

educational value of non-fiction films, the censors were more likely to ban them completely. 

Themes that were especially sensitive include espionage and demonizing caricatures of enemy 

nationalities, in particular officers and statesmen. Often the censorship was motivated with 

references to both the neutrality paragraph and being in other ways exciting or brutalizing. 

An example of when the subject of espionage led to a ban is the British Spioncentralen. 

Nutidsdrama I 3 avdelningar av Frank Powell och George L. Tucker. (On His Majesty´s 

Service, George L. Tucker, 1914). Banned with reference to both the neutrality paragraph and 

the film‟s brutalizing tendency, it tells the story of two German spies in Britain.
140

 When war 

is declared they try to blow up a bridge, fails and are killed in the ensuing fight after which 

the British hero and heroine get engaged.  

One example of caricatures leading to a ban is the American, Universal produced and now 

considered lost serial Terence O’Rourke: En gentlemannaäventyrare (The New Adventures of 

Terence O’Rourke, Otis Turner, 1915), which was imported in five parts. While part III 

passed the censorship without objections, the others were all banned, one as being exciting 

and the other three with reference to being both exciting and contrary to the neutrality 

paragraph.
141

 

That three parts were considered unsuitable from a neutral viewpoint is explained by the fact 

that they all include German villains, in part II and IV as military officers and in part V in the 

form of a German consul in the Orient. The Prussian Captain von Weven of part IV deals with 

both money extortion and slaves and is by the censorship considered to be “meant to 

caricature and devalue German officer types”.
142

 Von Weven keeps a man prisoner in order to 

get his wife until O‟Rourke takes revenge and kill him after delivering the line: “You dog, I 

will whip your evil skin as a warning to your countrymen”.
143

 A similar type of plotline is 

present in part V where the “gentleman adventurer” O‟Rourke stops the German consul 
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Prince Viazenna from initiating an uprising in an unnamed oriental country by shooting him, 

later recounting his adventures at the British consulate.
144

 

The portrayal of German officials as brutal, inhuman and criminally inclined together with 

plotlines filled with violence and seductive adventuresses (as in part V), makes this a good 

example of what the censorship bureau was meant to stop. As shown by the earlier discussion 

of the effects of cinema on children and youth, there was a belief at the time that people were 

inclined to mimic what they saw on the screen. If teenagers would be allowed to see the 

“gentleman” O‟Rourke take vengeance on these depraved German dignitaries, common 

thought said that they would probably be influenced by these representations and internalize 

their world view. The audience thus ran the double risk of both developing a violent and 

antisocial behavior and of adapting anti-German sentiments. Furthermore the risk of annoying 

German officials by letting representations of this kind be shown on Swedish cinemas and 

risking the nation‟s reputation as neutral, provided additional reasons for censorship. 

Another key example of a banned American film is Thomas Ince‟s prestige epic Civilization 

(Thomas Ince, 1916), produced by the Harper company. The motivation of the ban is familiar: 

“Screening of this film could be regarded as unsuitable with regards to the nation‟s relation to 

foreign powers”.
145

 Reading the plot summary written by the censors however, it is possible 

to get a more complete picture of their arguments. They note that the film claims to be “a 

sermon against war” but also that it openly comments on the ongoing conflict in Europe.
146

 

The king that recklessly start the war is “sometimes dressed in pickelhaube and cape”, a 

choice of clothing that immediately point toward Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany. His relative 

count Ferdinand has invented a submarine but becomes a pacifist and refuses to use it against 

the enemy. He is “no longer a sailor of the king but a soldier of God” and becomes a “traitor 

to the butchering”. Ferdinand is sentenced to death but then Jesus shows up and tells the king 

to spare the count and instead work for peace, which he does.147 The accusation against 

Germany as responsible for the war as well as the message to revolt against their warfare 

made Civilization too controversial for a Swedish audience according to the censors. 

The case of Civilization is also interesting since the Swedish distributor Elmer H. Carlson 

made an appeal of the decision to ban this and two other American fiction films, När en man 
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ser rött (When a Man Sees Red, Frank Lloyd, 1917) and Humanitetens system. Carlson argued 

that American films were being censored in a much more severe manner than their German 

counterparts, saying that Civilization was a “technically perfect, didactic and morally 

complete peace film”. With these arguments he seems to be emphasizing some of the virtues 

important for the pedagogical interests. It was by 1918 however too late to alter the 

censorship decision from 1916 on Civilization.
148

 

Despite this the censors took their time to, in an unsigned article in Filmbladet, motivate the 

decision further, thus presenting an unusual opportunity to get a more in depth example of 

how they discussed the issue of neutrality.
149

 The reply is written in a very bureaucratic 

manner, reflecting Statens biografbyrå‟s position as a governmental institution. It states that 

the ban of the film definitely didn‟t have anything to do with its proclaimed message of peace 

or any arguments it might propose against war and militarism. This claim is also refuted with 

the argument that if the film had an anti-war message, it certainly didn‟t stop the U.S. from 

entering the war shortly afterwards. Rather, it is argued, the film should be viewed as a 

conventional albeit more monumental, sensational and agitational drama. The censors also 

refer to the fact that in “a neighbouring country” where the film was allowed after several 

censorship cuts, it gave rise to open diplomatic protests, presumably from Germany. 

This was exactly what the Swedish censors were afraid of, referring again to the neutrality 

paragraph. According to them, “the film unmistakably points out a certain European country 

and its monarch as generally criminal with reference to the outbreak of the World War and the 

brutality of their methods.”
150

 The censors continue by arguing that they have throughout the 

whole war treated similar cases also from the opposite side and always stuck to the principle 

to omit all polemic toward the opponent. 

The article continues with a passage that could be read as a sort of justification of the agenda 

of the censorship bureau. The censors claim that their strict policy is in line with the general 

politics of neutrality taken by the government. Their purpose is to prevent “in regards to 

neutrality disturbing manifestations” that “for certain wouldn‟t be unknown”, if films meant 

to give rise to sentiments of sympathy or antipathy for different sides of the World War were 
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allowed.
151

 They also claim that as far as to their knowledge no such manifestations have 

occurred in Sweden, unlike what has been reported from some other countries. 

A similar case of a prestige film being banned is The Fall of a Nation (Thomas Dixon, 1917), 

the follow up to The Birth of a Nation (D.W. Griffith, 1915), directed by Thomas Dixon who 

wrote the original play that Griffith‟s success was based on. This ban was also motivated by 

the neutrality paragraph, and just as with Civilization and other more spectacular cases the 

reviewing was done by two censors. When reading the plot summary written by them, it is 

possible to discover some of the underlying considerations. It is worth quoting in full to give a 

sense of how the censors both describe and comment the plot of a film at the same time. 

The film propagates against extreme pacifism and shows how an espionage network exists in 

America under the lead of agent Waldron. The power that Waldron serve flood America with their 

of German military reminiscent troops whom then commit brutalities, in particular against women. 

Meanwhile Japan threatens the east coast of America. Waldron is appointed general governor by 

„the emperor”. A women regiment under the lead of a woman ex-pacifist pretends to work for the 

invasion but in reality support the opposite politics. The Americans rise, the invaders are forced 

out after 200 000 of their soldiers are won over to the cause of America and the two protagonists 

of the film, the just mentioned pacifist and a defense dedicated politician named Vassar, get each 

other.
152

 

This film, which is now lost, was produced and released at a time when the U.S. was 

discussing whether to enter the war and has its obvious propagandistic aspects. That the thinly 

veiled Germans together with Japan are pointed out as major threats to the security of the 

country could inspire a pro-war stance. Not least since the ex-pacifist tries to force the 

enemies out of the country, thus collaborating with the military. It‟s interesting to note that the 

censors interpret The Fall of a Nation as propagating against pacifism. The film could be seen 

as critical against neutrality, thus questioning the Swedish politics. Just as with the case of 

Terence O’Rourke and Civilization however, the most sensitive aspect of this film was 

probably the anti-German propaganda, potentially disturbing diplomatic relations. 
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While banned in Sweden, Norwegian authorities let The Fall of a Nation pass without 

intervention. According to an unsigned article in Filmbladet, this led to protests from German 

officials of the presence of this “anti-German” film on cinemas. Despite the Norwegian 

censors‟ claim that the film did not agitate against Germany they decided to cut scenes and 

intertitles due to the diplomatic pressure. The anonymous author of the article concludes that 

it was a correct decision by the Swedish censors to ban the film in order to prevent similar 

responses toward Sweden, and see this as proof that it is always good to take a cautious stance 

before anything can happen.
153

 Considering that Berg was at this time part of the board of the 

journal, the tendentious and self congratulatory tone of the article might not be surprising. 

In an earlier American drama, Den siste volontären (The Last Volunteer, Oscar C. Apfel, 

1914), a classical type of love story across borders is used to depict how a war is started 

between two nations. The censors ordered the following edit:”The names Soravia, Austrania 

and Belgravia will be changed to words that do not resemble any real names of nations.”
154

 

This shows how they tried to avoid any comments on the war in fiction films insofar as it was 

possible. 

As mentioned earlier, there was an overrepresentation of American films among the ones 

banned during the war with reference to the neutrality paragraph. One reason is that by this 

time, American films had started to dominate the fiction film market in Europe, increasingly 

outnumbering France, Germany, Italy and Britain as the leading cinema nation in terms of 

market shares. Despite the late entrance of the U.S. into the war, their sympathies were 

thoroughly on the side of the Entente powers, something which is evident in the depictions of 

WWI in American films of the time. 

Behind the many censorship examples of American films is also the issue of style. In the often 

explicitly melodramatic and action oriented American films, the form of agitation was 

somewhat more explicit and emotional than in some of the European examples. Of course, the 

French serials were often as action filled as their American counterparts. But with the 

increasing use of parallel editing and the epic dimensions of the fast expanding Hollywood, 

new types of dramatic climaxes were reached that perhaps gave the agitational elements too 

much force for the taste of the Swedish censorship. Compared to the American fiction films, a 
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propagandistic example like the semi-fictional The Battle of the Somme seems very mild in its 

anti-German sentiments. 

Fiction films from other countries were also censored though not banned in the same extent. 

A somewhat curious example of a German propaganda film is Union‟s Marsinnervånare på 

upptäcktsresor (Die Entdeckung Deutschlands, Georg Jacoby and R.O. Frankfurter, 1917) 

(“Martians on expedition”). The plot is described by the censors in the following way: “Two 

persons from Mars, one being the editor of „The sun lake‟, are thanks to a new invention that 

frees them from gravitation and so forth, able to go to Germany to make a report. The fiancé 

of the editor also join them. They get some insights into food, industry etc. in Germany.”
155

  

The sci-fi plot is used to stage a propaganda display of the many strengths of German culture 

and industry. The censors have chosen not to ban this film like they did with the American 

examples discussed earlier, but rather cut the sequences and in particular intertitles considered 

inappropriate. It was possible since the rhapsodic plot function as a way to present actuality 

material in a kind of newsreel style, making it easy to remove scenes without rendering the 

film incomprehensible. The decision is motivated as following: “The film is allowed as red 

under the circumstance that all propagandistic sequences are removed, the intertitles will thus 

be relieved from all polemic and flaunting excursions.”
156

 The propaganda was considered 

quite extensive which resulted in a large number of cuts and edits. 

The three first cuts all concern telegrams that the Martians receive regarding the situation in 

Germany, and these adhere to what the censors interpreted as the polemic tone of the film. 

They read: “Reuters report: Our daily repeated information during the last two years is 

confirmed: Germany is starving.”, “Message from Agence Havas: A neutral person who has 

traversed Germany concludes that all their factories stand still. The final victory of the 

Entente will happen the day after tomorrow at 12.30.” and finally simply that “Germany is 

starving.”
157
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The purpose of these telegrams is obviously to point out the misinformation spread about 

Germany from their enemies, thus commenting on the propaganda war that the film itself 

takes part in. The next cut is the following intertitle: “Marsilius and Mavortin decide to use 

antibaryn to make themselves free from Mars for 28 days and on their balloon go to Germany 

in order to investigate the situation there with their own eyes.”, which is suggested to be 

changed into a more general statement saying that the Martians travel to Germany.
158

 

Neither did the censors like the question the Martians ask when arriving to Germany, 

removing the intertitle “Where is the hunger?”
159

 Then the Martians are shown to the 

restaurant Hofbrähaus where the introductory intertitle “Among pears, radishes, goose-steak 

and beer there were no hunger” was edited to “Pears, radishes, goose-steak and beer”.
160

 Cut 

was also: “And still without having found the hunger, they arrive to Berlin”, just as “Toward 

the evening in the zoological garden, which also has meat left for its predators”.
161

 The 

following passage describing the success of German industries was left untouched. Seemingly 

these kinds of factually based expressions were more easily tolerated than emotional ones. 

The intertitles get increasingly agitational toward the end of the film and the censors cut 

several, such as this statement: “A conspiracy of hate rise toward the field of the stars. We 

Germans fear God, but other than that nothing in the world.”
162

 The following intertitle 

accompanying an image of a girl and a statue of Hindenburg was a bit too patriotic: “A little 

girl giving thanks to a great man”, and requested to be changed to something more neutral. 

The following enthusiastic display was also removed: “Marsilius and Mavortin are completely 

entranced by their grand impressions [of Germany].”
163

 The rhetoric “Why we fight…” and 

the following highly agitating ending were unsurprisingly cut: “Are we starving? Are we 

defeated? No, and once again no! Germany will prevail forever.”
164

 

The example of Marsinnervånare på upptäcktsresor is interesting for several reasons. It 

emphasizes that there was without doubt a propaganda war going on in film theaters. Cinema 
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was and is a highly politicized means of expression and was used to target both domestic and 

foreign audiences with anything within the blurry boundaries from information to 

propaganda. It is also interesting to see the film as an early example of the use of science 

fiction for discussions of international politics, a trope later known from Cold War examples 

such as The War of the Worlds (Byron Haskin, 1953) and The Day the Earth Stood Still 

(Robert Wise, 1951). The function of the “neutral” observers from Mars as witnesses taking 

the German side is quite fascinating. 

It is noticeable that the censors put such emphasis on phrasing and formulations. In the 

example of the removal of the part “there is no hunger” from the intertitle “Pears, radishes…”, 

one can assume that it wouldn‟t be too difficult for the audience to put one and one together 

and still get the same message. In particular the overtly propagandistic was censored, although 

minor things such as the claim that even the animals in the zoo get meat were also sometimes 

removed. 

Another example of a very explicit commentary on the world war is Under främmande 

herravälde. Bilder ur Polens historia av Alfred Deutsch-German (Tyrrannenherrschaft, Franz 

Porten, 1916) (“Under foreign domination. Images from the history of Poland by Alfred 

Deutsch-German”). This German/Austrian piece by Flora Film told the story of Polish history 

leading up to the war in order to show that it was being under the foreign influence of Russia, 

depicting Germany as a promise for liberation. The censors: 

Acts IV and V, set against the background of the ongoing war and Germany‟s commitment to 

Polish independence are cut. The title should be changed to for example „Under foreign 

domination. Images of Polish history‟ [the suggested Swedish title was „Under foreign yoke‟]. 

Information on the filming on behalf of the Polish help committee should be removed, and the 

information on the time period limited to the end of the 18
th

 century. Intertitle 6 [“Poland languish 

under foreign domination”] should be changed to „Poland abides under foreign domination‟.
165

 

The consequences of these changes are obvious. Without the contemporary sequences, the 

power of the historical tale of the Polish people under foreign influence is undermined and the 

direct references to WWI removed. The changes in the choice of words might seem like 
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minor adjustments but still show how the censors tried to soften the message through a less 

polemic choice of words. 

An example of a more explicit censorship motivation is found regarding the French, Gaumont 

produced, film Hjälten från Yser. Fosterländskt biografdrama (Le héros de l’Yser, Léonce 

Perret, 1915) (“The Hero from Yser. Patriotic film drama”). The censorship card states “Cut 

in part III the for the context not essential intertitles: „Long live France and Belgium: hip, hip, 

hooray!” and „Long live England‟ which could provoke manifestations.”
166

 The stated 

purpose of these censorship interventions is to prohibit any possible reactions from the 

audience, reflecting the fear that the cinema theater would become a place for political 

manifestations. 

The censorship of fictions films show both similarities and differences when compared to the 

newsreel examples. Aspects like national symbols and figures were treated in more or less the 

same way in both types of films. What distinguishes the fictional dramas is how the war is 

woven into stories with dramatic climaxes aiming to produce emotional effects. The force of 

the nationalistic agitation in films like The Fall of a Nation comes from its placement within a 

context of heroism and love stories. As shown, these films were often marked white and 

banned in Sweden. An example like Marsinnervånare på upptäcktsresor, that according to 

the descriptions more resembled a newsreel in structure, was easier to cut rather than ban 

since the propaganda was in a sense delivered more in portions than as part of a continuous 

narrative. 
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Films of the Battle of Somme: A Case Study in Reception 

and Censorship 

The 1916 battle of Somme is probably the most extensively represented event of the Great 

War on film. Depicted in countless newsreels and two major feature length films, the topic 

provides material relevant to the discourse on film, indexicality and neutrality. Some of these 

films are here used as case studies to discern how discourses on film influenced censorship 

and reception during the war. 

One reason that the battle of Somme got to be such a highly cinematized event was its 

importance to the public opinion of the war. The offensive at Somme was launched by the 

Entente forces on the first of July 1916, when British and French troops attacked German 

positions in the area around the river Somme.
167

 The battle continued until November and 

became one of the largest and deadliest of the war, leaving approximately over 600 000 dead 

and wounded on each side.
168

 News reports established narratives around the battle, the 

content of which varied depending on the nationality. The different phases and the high stakes 

of the battle were thus well known and the public interest was great, also in a neutral country 

such as Sweden. What films could contribute with was the sense of being there, of close and 

realistic representations of this central event in the war.
169

 

That the censors were aware of inadequate levels of objectivity in not only intertitles but also 

images is shown by cuts made in two very similar sounding Somme related newsreels, 

possibly including partly the same material. The first is the British Den franska offensiven vid 

Somme. Originalbilder från fronten (“The French offensive at Somme. Original images from 

the front”), where the censorship card reads: “The intertitle „German troops are being 

surrounded and taken as prisoners into the trenches‟ with following, obviously staged 

sequences, where soldiers in German uniform raise their hands etc. are cut”.
 170

 The second 

one is the French Scener från franska fronten under Sommeoffensivens dagar juli 1916 

(“Scenes from the French front during the days of the Somme offensive July 1916”) with the 

censorship description: “The intertitle „Episodes and scenes from the battle, German soldiers 
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who surrender and following, obviously arranged images of Germans surrendering etc. are 

cut.”
171

 

Regarding both films, which probably feature the same or at least very similar scenes, the 

censors emphasized the fact that the sequences of Germans surrendering seemed obviously 

arranged. The “fake” itself seems to be the problem, undermining the supposedly objective 

and neutral message that these films are supposed to convey. To include arranged scenes 

among authentic footage means to break both the aesthetics of authenticity and the unstated 

agreement that newsreels represent actual events and nothing else. It is on the other hand a 

practical way to solve the journalistic problem of not always being able to be in the right place 

at the right time. But for the censors it was a sign of an inadequate degree of objectivity. 

One interesting aspect of the censorship motivations is that they don‟t generally discuss the 

factual validity of what is shown in images or told in text in the newsreels. In the case above, 

the problematic fact is that the scenes themselves seems to be staged instead of just recorded 

and not whether there were actually Germans surrendering in this manner. The important 

aspect for the censorship bureau is whether the films might influence the audience in an 

unwanted way and not whether they provide objective facts about the war. Never are there 

any discussions on if claims in intertitles are true or false, only whether they could potentially 

raise unsuitable sentiments for or against either of the battling sides. The definition of 

neutrality here seems to have more to do with removing all sorts of controversial opinions 

expressed in these films and not to provide the audience with undisputed facts and news from 

the war. 

This argument is in fact confirmed by some diplomatic documents discussed by Svensson in 

Den politiska saxen regarding the second example with arranged scenes of German prisoners. 

An appeal from the French legation was made claiming that the material was authentic and 

that the censors had allowed similar scenes in German films.
172

 Berg was asked to give a 

motivation of this specific case and concluded that the prime question was not whether the 

sequences were arranged or authentic, but whether they presented a neutral perspective that 

would not influence the audience in an undesired manner.
173

 In this case they had feared that 

“portions of the cinema audience with mostly German sympathies” would be provoked by the 
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sequence and perhaps resort to political manifestations.
174

 Berg then repeated the claim that 

the outcome of the censorship is completely balanced and that Sweden has managed to avoid 

political manifestations among the audience so far thanks to the strict censorship. 

That the censors usually did not point out arranged or “faked” scenes seem to indicate both 

that they in general regarded the images in war newsreels as depicting actual, non-staged 

events and that they, if detecting a “fake”, didn‟t necessarily consider it a problem. Although 

newsreels were generally interpreted as being authentic, Peterson‟s discussion of early non-

fiction cinema shows that the distinction between fact and fiction was not so clearly defined at 

this time. One example of when the censors allowed a key sequence later proven to be staged 

to pass untouched is found in the most famous film relating to the same event as the two 

shorter newsreels, The Battle of the Somme. 

Among the many Somme-related films, two feature length pieces stand out as the exceptional 

examples. Presenting two different perspectives on the battle, the British The Battle of the 

Somme and the German Tyskarna vid Somme were two spectacular cinema events of the time. 

Hammond notes that The Battle of the Somme is structured very much like an educational 

industrial film with its focus on the different stages of the process leading up to and 

culminating in the battle.
175

 At the same time the film is part of a larger trend away from short 

films and newsreels toward longer works, both fictional and documentary.
176

 Loiperdinger‟s 

claim that the film is the first documentary in a classical sense points out its function as both a 

newsreel and a narrative documentary. Although it does include a certain amount of 

dramatization of fact, as shown by Loiperdinger, The Battle of the Somme still relies on the 

collection principle of editing and newsreel aesthetic rather than the kind of continuity 

narration associated with documentary cinema.
177

 

The title was reviewed by the censorship on September 16, 1916 and the importance of the 

film is evident in the fact that three censors worked together as opposed to the usual one or 

two. Berg, Bjurman and Billström didn‟t have that many objections however and only a few 

cuts were made. Three of the sequences most explicitly showing corpses were cut.
178

 In 

particular one dead man leaning against the wall of the trenches still makes a remarkably 

haunting impression when seen today. Only one cut was made due to political sensitivity: the 
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image of a British artillery missile with the text “To Willie – with compliments”, with Willie 

being a nickname for Germans, was apparently deemed to provocative.
179

 Two of the five 

parts of the film were marked as yellow, while the three others were red and allowed for 

children to see.
180

 The film‟s focus on the experiences of the British soldiers and the general 

lack of polemic against their enemy is probably the reason behind the low number of cuts. 

The reception in the Swedish press provides interesting examples of ideas on newsreel films 

in relation to the reality of war. Despite the fact that The Battle of the Somme was made as a 

feature film, the five parts were released separately in Swedish cinemas as accompaniments to 

feature films, just as a newsreel would during this time. The first part was reviewed in the 

press around September 19 with the following parts released in one or two week intervals, the 

last one being reviewed on October 31. The film was not however, received as the ordinary 

newsreel that seldom got more than a brief mentioning in the weekly film reviews established 

by most of the leading Stockholm newspapers by this time. 

The notice on the first part in the weekly review “På biografparkett” by the signature 

“X.X.X.” in StT mentions the series as being “much talked about”.
181

 The coverage in DN by 

the recurrent film reviewer “Marfa” (Elsa Danielson),
182

 sometimes with “& comp.”, is 

representative of the Swedish reception of this awaited film. The first part of the film was 

received with enthusiasm: 

One has by this time become jaded of war films, but this one surpasses in scope and realism 

everything of the kind that one has seen so far. It makes an indescribably horrible impression to 

see death in doing in this way. One thinks that this kind of film should work infinitely much more 

powerful than any sermon of peace.
183

 

This belief that horrifying depictions of war could work to form opinion against it is recurring 

during the time and has likely played a part also in the desire of the censors to make war 

newsreels available for a large audience. 
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The second part is by the same reviewer considered to show “the terrifying effect of the 

bombing”, and it is said that it should perhaps have concluded the evening‟s program instead 

of started it, since the wish to stay and watch a drama afterwards is limited.
184

 The many 

causalities in the third part made a powerful impression: 

Dead and wounded are carried away, bloody and torn apart, one sees how the first bandages are 

made, everything in such an intimate and terribly realistic manner as in the other parts of the 

series, just that we this time get an even more powerful impression of the unfathomable misery 

that is caused by the war.
185

 

The reception in this case point out the misery and horrors of the war in itself, seemingly 

without putting any specific sympathies with either of the sides. Viewed this way, a film like 

The Battle of the Somme would function eminently as a World War I film for a neutral 

country. 

In SvD the signature “Souris & Colibri” (Colibri being Gerda Marcus)
186

 regards the series as 

“authentic” and “remarkable in its length and level of detail”, and is satisfied that the first part 

doesn‟t contain any horrors.
187

 According to the reviewers the third part stands out from its 

comparables in that it unlike many other newsreels focus on the dead, wounded and captives. 

They wrongly assume that a lot of censorship cuts have been made and still proclaims the film 

as giving a “terrifying and realistic representation of the horrible reality of war”.
188

 In the 

review of the fourth part with images that are “terrible in their realism”, the audience is 

reported as sitting in breathless silence throughout the whole film.
189

 

The reviewer in SocD, the signature “N.” or sometimes “N. & c:o.”, was likewise impressed 

by the Somme-series. Its “ghastly realism” impressed the reviewer who compares it to the 
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unconvincing “stage fight” of that week‟s Messter-newsreel.
190

 The emotional language of the 

review of the third part makes it worth quoting in full: 

To leave any detailed account of the scenes that are displayed in the third part of the series from 

the great battle of Somme is not done – it has to be seen to make its full impression. And even 

though one sees  the soldiers die in front of the lens, one realizes when seeing the expressions of 

the flood of wreckage, of wounded and captives that flow back from the front, that it is only the 

swells of the horrors of war that the camera operator has managed to capture. The disheartening 

impression that the film makes can only gradually be lifted by the main number of the program, 

the comedy „Dollarprinsessans paraply‟ („The Umbrella of the Dollar Princess‟)...
191

 

Of the fourth part of the series, described as the most explicit so far, the viewer is said to be 

able to get a sense of the human suffering of the war.
192

 Scenes with corpses waiting to be 

thrown into mass graves are described as very telling of the situation. 

The reception of The Battle of the Somme singled it out as an unusually well made and 

powerful account of the war. That the film was often referred to as authentic is interesting 

considering the famously arranged sequence where the soldiers go over the top of a trench and 

run toward the enemy, several being shot and fall apparently dead to the ground.
193

 Either the 

critics did not detect this “fake” or the concept of authenticity in this case had more to do with 

capturing the essence of the event than recording it at the time it actually occurred. A staged 

scene like this could function to increase the feeling of authenticity in that it places the viewer 

close to dramatic events. Most newsreels didn‟t contain footage as excitingly close to the front 

as The Battle of the Somme and the stylistic coherence between the scene and the rest of the 

film might have seemed convincing. 

That the critics so unanimously described the film as showing the horrors and pointlessness of 

war points toward one of its functions in a neutral country such as Sweden. By depicting the 

war as a terrible and unfortunate event, the reception reinforces the neutral identity and form 
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an argument against involvement in the war. In that sense, war films devoid of propaganda for 

or against any specific side can be interpreted as a sort of propaganda for staying neutral in 

the conflict. With the state censoring the films in question, government would function if not 

as the originator then at least as interpreter and messenger of this ideological message. The 

function of the film was thus much different in Sweden compared to Britain, where it played a 

central role as a communal site to mourn and praise those who fought and died for their 

country. 

The German answer to The Battle of the Somme was released in Sweden during February 

1917 under the title of Tyskarna vid Somme. It is not a depiction of the same events as the 

British film but deals with the same long and strenuous battle. Shorter than its British 

predecessor, with three parts instead of five, it was released as one unified feature in Sweden. 

Two parts were passed as red and one as yellow by the censors, effectively making the film 

yellow and not allowed for children below 15 years of age. When looking at the censorship 

card it first seems as if only one edit was made, when the following intertitle:”The by English 

canon fire completely destroyed church in Bapaume” was changed to “The by canon fire 

completely destroyed church in Bapaume”.
194

 As is common in these types of cases, the 

censors were wary of blame being put explicitly on someone, preferring to present the damage 

more as an effect of war itself rather than any specific party. 

However on the censorship document there is also a handwritten note saying either “Beslu. Se 

textlistan” (“Decision. See list of intertitles”) or “Beskr. Se textlistan” (“Description. See list 

of intertitles”) and when looking at the list of Swedish intertitles one discovers that a massive 

amount of edits have been made.
195

 The interpretation of the document is made difficult in 

that the censored parts of intertitles are not as usually crossed over, but rather put in brackets, 

leaving only the beginning of the intertitle left. These are usually descriptive while the 

bracketed parts are sometimes agitated and polemic. Since the version of the film shown in 

Sweden is no longer extant, one has to assume that these changes were indeed made, although 

the information on the officially stamped censorship document is not completely clear. 

What is obvious however, both from the German intertitles that still exist in the original 

version of the film and from the list of intended Swedish intertitles, is that Tyskarna vid 

Somme was indeed a highly polemic and agitated film. The manner of address is quite 
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different from that of The Battle of the Somme whose intertitles are not generally directed with 

agitation toward the enemy. There are however also major differences between the German 

version still preserved and the information available on the version distributed in Sweden, 

both in terms of where the parts are divided and what the intertitles say. Without access to the 

original German intertitles it is difficult to say how the version available today corresponds to 

that released in 1917. It‟s thus important to note that there is an amount of uncertainty 

concerning the relationship between the different versions in this specific case. 

Of the total of 64 intertitles as many as 49 were censored, an amount otherwise unheard of in 

the context of Swedish censorship. The title was also changed, from “Hjältarna vid Somme” 

(“The heroes at Somme”, corresponding more to the German title) to the more neutral 

“Tyskarna vid Somme” (“The Germans at the Somme”).
196

 Many of the edits conform to 

other examples from the censorship records. Intertitle number three in part I was changed as 

following where the parenthesis mark what has been cut: “The wounded and captured enemy 

(receives the same care as the German soldiers)”.
197

 Such propaganda for the humanity of 

one‟s own warfare was sensitive, in particular in conjunction with accusations toward the 

enemy such as in the example of intertitle 21: “Péronne (the French district capital by Somme, 

is since the beginning of the great battle under heavy fire from French and British canons).
198

 

Several of the censored intertitles put the blame for the hardships of the French population on 

their own country and its allies, title 12 says: “The French population (who through the heavy 

artillery fire has been driven from their homes, is brought to safety)”, where the cause of fire 

is implicitly said to be the French. In the German version there is a much more explicit 

accusation of the same thing although the intertitle is in this case is placed early in part II. The 

German title reads in English translation “German railroaders rescue the French from the 

reckless fire set by their own people”, seemingly corresponding to the Swedish title quoted 

before.
199

 

As is evident when comparing the list of intertitles with the German version available, the 

distributor had already made a lot of changes. The censorship can of course only be evaluated 
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through how they treated the material handed to them by the Swedish distributor Friberg. 

Whether the decision by Friberg to alter intertitles and make them somewhat less 

propagandistic than the German originals was influenced by the presence of Swedish 

censorship, thus being a form of self-censoring, is difficult to know but certainly a possibility. 

Another accusation observed by the censors was intertitle 28 in part I, still commenting on 

Péronne: “‟The Great square‟ (with the city hall and cathedral lay desolate and abandoned. 

It‟s the target for French and English granades.)”.
200

 Although the patriotic spirit of the 

concluding German intertitle of the film, “And those who found death in the holy battle, rest 

as well in the foreign soil of the fatherland”
201

, was toned down in the Swedish version, it was 

still shortened: “Those who found death in battle (rests in peace also in foreign soil.)”
202

  

Many edits are more surprising and seem to have more to do with limiting the amount of text 

than censoring anything sensitive. It was not, for example, common practice for the censors to 

remove geographically specific information such as in intertitle one in part III: “A hot combat 

day (by Bonchavesnes)”.
203

 Neither does the cut part of intertitle 30 in part I seem very 

offensive: “German soldiers (after receiving the mail)”.
204

 Examples such as these put the 

interpretation of the list of intertitles kept by the censors in doubt in this specific case. Since 

these changes are marked in the same way as the edit mentioned on the principal censorship 

document no. 17204, it seems reasonable to assume that this was a case of unusually strict and 

at the same time indiscriminate censorship. 

The film was heavily marketed as the “great German Somme film” in advertisement in both 

trade journals and daily press and received very favorable press reactions, many of which 

compared it to The Battle of the Somme. The press was gathered at a special preview 

screening where the presence of German officials and citizens was commented by X.X.X. as 

an explanation and excuse for the lack of neutrality in the enthusiastic applause given by the 

audience in response to the screening.
205

 Apparently the discourse on public manifestations of 

feelings for the fighting nations was recognized also in the daily press at the time. The 
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reviewer argues that although the first part is mostly an ordinary newsreel, the two following 

are very well worth seeing and that nothing seem to be arranged or staged at all.
206

 

Colibri adds to the praise of the “fully authentic” film, saying that it stand out as a positive 

example among the more common newsreels that repeat the same images and motifs to 

boredom.
207

 This article in SvD also comments on the presence at the screening of German 

dignitaries as well as prominent members of Swedish establishment such as business and 

education. The review ends in a celebratory manner: “One has to admire the fearless courage 

with which the soldiers commence to battle, and the forceful applause that spontaneously 

sounded after the show was probably as much meant for the soldiers as for the excellent 

film”.
208

 As opposed to X.X.X, Colibri doesn‟t see a problem of neutrality in neither the event 

or the response of the audience. Rather the signature makes the connection between a positive 

response to the film and a positive view of the German soldiers fighting in the war. Such a 

reaction would of course be contrary to the goal expressed repeatedly by Berg to make cinema 

into a medium devoid of agitation.  

N. in SocD sense an element of propaganda in an otherwise very interesting film that in terms 

of realism in the battle scenes “even surpass the English ones”.
209

 The writer argues that 

everything that could have lessened the war enthusiasm of German sympathizers have been 

left out from the film. N continues by arguing that the images from the destroyed cities of 

Peronne and Baupame are used to show that the French people are threatened by their own 

forces. 

Marfa in DN thinks that the film is not as beautifully shot but on the other hand seems to be 

filmed closer to the front than its British counterpart.
210

 Despite a weariness of war films, the 

images of the dead and wounded are considered to have a gripping effect on its audience. She 

concludes with an interesting paragraph on the more far reaching effects of war newsreels:  

This small fragment of the horrible play [the world war], albeit here shown from its most human 

perspective, is frightening and horrible enough, and more should not be needed to make each and 
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everyone who sees it a pacifist. It is also the raison d'être of the war film that they work as peace 

manifests.
211

 

The reviews of Tyskarna vid Somme show how differently this film could be perceived in 

relation to neutrality by the critics of the leading Swedish newspapers. Where Marfa see the 

film as a sort of universal appeal to peace, N. regards it as presenting a biased, German 

friendly presentation of the events. X.X.X. doesn‟t complain about any problems in the film 

itself but see the audience reaction as uncomfortable and problematic, although 

understandable under the circumstances. Colibri on the other hand is thoroughly enthusiastic 

and apparently doesn‟t see a problem in that the film seems to produce sympathy for the 

German soldiers. How the general audience reacted toward this and other war films is 

unfortunately difficult to know, but the varying responses from the critics seem to suggest that 

it was not as easy as the censors claimed to strip the films of ideological meaning. 

What the reception of both the British and German Somme films have in common is the 

perception of them as giving authentic and truthful depictions of the war, although from two 

different perspectives. In the reviews of Tyskarna vid Somme it is often repeated that four 

cameramen supposedly died while filming, lending the film a special aura of authenticity. If 

the work filming the piece was so dangerous, then it must have been real events. None of the 

reviews seem to doubt the authenticity of either of the films although the arranged scenes of 

The Battle of the Somme are likely to have its counterparts in Tyskarna with Somme. In 

particular the opening sequences with battles and explosions in a forest are suspiciously 

smooth and pictorial. That the films closely adhere to an aesthetic of authenticity with long 

takes, a static camera and no close ups in the action sequences strengthen their appearances as 

realistic. 
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Conclusions 

There were several reasons as to why cinema was singled out as the most important medium 

to control in order to protect the politics of neutrality during World War I. One of the most 

important was its powerful effect of presenting something real. As the initial quote of the 

thesis shows, a common apprehension was that cinema could present the war “as it really is”. 

This idea is also found in Nordau‟s article as well as film reviews describing the 

overpowering effect of seeing authentic war scenes on the screen. In this perspective the 

important thing might not have been whether the newsreel images were fully authentic 

recordings of actual events, but whether they made an authentic impression. Through the 

indexical imprint, the audience knew that what was happening on the screen had also been in 

front of the camera. This knowledge together with a typical newsreel aesthetic that signaled 

authenticity made the WWI newsreels seem like truthful depictions of the war. 

Considering the powerful impression war newsreels made on reviewers, writers and 

presumably the audience, it is not so surprising that they were rigorously controlled. What 

might be more surprising is that it was often intertitles rather than images that were removed 

and edited. After all, it was the images and not the intertitles that were described as having 

such emotional force. Here we have to return to the idea of the inherent objectiveness of the 

camera. As shown already by the discourse on cinema and education, the mechanical 

construction of the camera was seen as ensuring scientific and detached representations. The 

article “Objektivets reportage” in Biografen argue that the film camera report objectively, first 

and foremost documenting facts.
212

 According to this view, the audience was free to make up 

its own mind in front of a series of moving images. Intertitles on the other hand, were meant 

to direct the interpretation of the images and thus the emotional response of the audience. 

When they did so in the sensitive context of World War I, censorship was strict. 

The reasons behind the necessity to censor fiction films were somewhat different. In the 

debates on issues of morality and cinema, fears were expressed that the audience would 

mimic what they saw on the screen. Even though the audience didn‟t actually believe that the 

events in the films were real, their dramatic effect might still have made an impression strong 

enough to influence their ideas and behavior. The increasingly sophisticated dramatic 

structure of the drama during the 1910‟s was also able to be rhetorically powerful. Thus the 

newsreels and fiction films became somewhat equally important to control and censor. 
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Together with the effects of collective viewing and the mass audience of cinema, the 

impression of the real was considered a threat toward neutrality. 

The rhetoric of Statens biografbyrå emphasized the importance of a strict and thorough film 

censorship and the many cases discussed in this thesis show how they in practice followed 

through on that objective. There are a few cases where decisions might be questioned judging 

by the bureaus own standards. Personal sympathies or antipathies might have made the censor 

of Tyskarnas intåg i Hälsingfors overlook the description of the German army as liberators of 

the Finnish capital. Personal taste might likewise have influenced the particular strictness with 

American fiction dramas as evidenced in bans of films such as Civilization and The Fall of a 

Nation. Generally though, and especially considering the extensive amount of cases during 

the time period of five years, the Swedish censorship kept a relatively coherent standard in the 

execution of their duties.  

That a strict censorship as described above would lead to “objective” or “neutral” films is an 

idea foreign to most people today. A film stripped of sentiment, agitation and a stated political 

narrative is not necessarily more neutral than its opposite. Rather it stands for another kind of 

ideology and presents another narrative. In the Swedish example it might be read as a 

narrative trying to convince the audience of the advantages of a governmental policy of 

neutrality. A policy that also necessitated keeping a certain distance between the own country 

and the surrounding world. 

As formulated in the neutrality paragraph of the censorship legislation, the main objective of 

Statens biografbyrå in relation to depictions of the war was to remove material unsuitable to 

the nation‟s relation to foreign powers. One concern was that foreign governments would 

object to the film situation in Sweden, something which could strain diplomatic relations. As 

shown by Svensson‟s discussion of the French protest regarding one of the Somme films as 

well as the German protests in Norway around the screening of The Fall of a Nation, this fear 

was not unfounded. 

The other main concern had to do with the audience. Articles on borggårdskrisen, statements 

by chief censor Berg and motivations on censorship cards, show how a priority was to keep 

the audience from forming or at least publicly expressing sentiments in favor of any particular 

part of the war. Berg confirmed that this was given a higher priority than the freedom of 

speech. The collective experience of the film theatre was seen as enhancing the emotional 

impact of the films. The fear was that this would also mean that the audience was more likely 
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to manifest their opinions publicly, increasing the risk that the country would be divided in 

camps with different opinions regarding Sweden‟s policy in the war. The cinema censorship 

show how the state aimed to suppress unwanted public opinion in order to enforce neutrality 

during the war.  

It is today difficult to know how the general public reacted to representations of the war in 

fiction films and newsreels. The press reactions on Tyskarna vid Somme however show that 

the same film could be interpreted in different ways. Where one reviewer was swept away by 

the heroism of the German soldiers, another was critical of the propagandistic elements. Yet 

another saw the film as first and foremost delivering an antiwar statement. This shows that 

despite the many censorship cuts and edits a film could still have the power to provoke 

political reactions from its audience. Perhaps it is not so easy to anticipate and control 

audience reactions after all. 
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Filmography 

Features 

Called to the Front (Charles Weston, 1914). Censorship card no. 11176. 

Civilization (Thomas Ince, 1916). Censorship card no. 17387. 

Den siste volontären (The Last Volunteer, Oscar C. Apfel, 1914). Censorship card no. 11544. 

Fröken Napierkowska i Herodias dotter (La Figlia di Erodiade, Ugo Falena, 1916) 

Hjälten från Yser. Fosterländskt biografdrama (Le héros de l’Yser, Léonce Perret, 1915). 

Censorship card no. 14353. 

Humanitetens system 

Marsinnervånare på upptäcktsresor (Die Entdeckung Deutschlands, Georg Jacoby and R.O. 

Frankfurter, 1917). Censorship card no. 17882. 

När en man ser rött (When a Man Sees Red, Frank Lloyd, 1917) 

När krigets åskor dåna (Barker Company, 1914). Censorship card no. 11170. 

Spioncentralen. Nutidsdrama I 3 avdelningar av Frank Powell och George I.Tucker. (On His 

Majesty’s Service, George L. Tucker, 1914). Censorship card no. 11793. 

Terence O’Rourke: En gentlemannaäventyrare (The New Adventures of Terence O’Rourke, 

Otis Turner, 1915). Censorship cards no. 16866-16870. 

The Battle of the Somme (William F. Jury, 1916), Censorship cards no. 15991, 15992, 15995, 

15996 and 15997. 

The Birth of a Nation (D.W. Griffith, 1915) 

The Day the Earth Stood Still (Robert Wise, 1951) 

The Fall of a Nation (Thomas Dixon, 1917). Censorship card no. 17936. 

The War of the Worlds (Byron Haskin, 1953) 

Tyskarna vid Somme (Bei unseren Helden an der Somme, 1917). Censorship cards no. 17204-

17206. 
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Under främmande herravälde. Bilder ur Polens historia av Alfred Deutsch-German 

(Tyrrannenherrschaft, Franz Porten, 1916). Censorship card no. 17848. 

Newsreels 

Amerika och kriget. Officiell amerikansk krigsfilm i fyra avdelningar (Unknown, 1918). 

Censorship card no. 20551. 

Amerika och kriget (Unknown, 1918). Censorship card no. 20401. 

Bilder från Vestfronten. Striderna i Juli 1918 (Bild unt Filmamt, 1918). Censorship card no. 

19989. 

De allierades här och flotta. (Unknown, 1917). Censorship card no. 17773. 

De stridande makternas olika vapenslag. Serie 3. Krigsfartyg, flygmaskiner och luftskepp 

(Express, 1914). Censorship card no. 11671. 

Den franska offensiven vid Somme. Originalbilder från fronten (Urban, 1916). Censorship 

card no. 15770. 

Det ödelagda Belgien (Éclair, 1914). Censorship card no. 11161 

Där italienska fronten genombröts (Lascha, 1917). Censorship card no. 18946. 

Éclair journal nr. 1 (Éclair, 1916). Censorship card no. 15779. 

Éclair Veckojournal n:o 55 (Éclair, 1916). Censorship card no. 14747. 

Ett inlägg I världskriget. Tyskarna går till anfall mot Belgien. II Delen (Messter, 1914). 

Censorship card no. 11116. 

Från jätteslaget i Väster. Slaget vid St. Quentin (Bild unt Filmamt, 1917). Censorship card 

no. 17816. 

Gaumonts illustrerade veckorevy no. 8 (Gaumont, 1916). Censorship card no. 15137. 

Gamont-journalen N:o 48 (Gaumont, 1917). Censorship card no. 16935. 

Hur engelsmännen censurerar den utländska posten (Unknown, 1916). Censorship card no. 

16145. 
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Hur ett slagskepp uppbygges. Minsvepning I Nordsjön (1916). Censorship card no. 15154. 

Japanesiska armén (Kineto, 1914). Censorship card no. 11243. 

Krigsnummer 56 (Eiko, 1915). Censorship card no. 13670. 

Krigsnummer 76 (Eiko, 1916). Censorship card no. 15360. 

Krigsnummer 79 (Eiko, 1916). Censorship card no. 15360. 

Krigsnummer 82 (Eiko, 1916). Censorship card no. 15408. 

Lenin, Rysslands nyaste lille “far” (Unknown, 1917). Censorship card no. 18910. 

Med kameran vid slagfronten (Express, 1914). Censorship card no. 11469. 

Med ryska armén i Polen (Gaumont, 1915). Censorship card no. 13224. 

Messter – vecka nr. 20. 1915 (Messter, 1915). Censorship card no. 12844. 

Messter vecka n:o 37 1917 (Messter, 1917). Censorship card no. 18336. 

Pathés Vecko-Blad. Tidsnyheter. Sports. Allehanda (Pathé, October, 1915). Censorship card 

no. 13623. 

Pathés vecko-blad. Tidsnyheter. Sports. Allehanda (Pathé, September, 1916). Censorship card 

no. 16099. 

Pathés vecko-blad. Tidsnyheter. Sports. Allehanda (Pathé, December, 1916). Censorship card 

no. 16836. 

Scener från franska fronten under Sommeoffensivens dagar juli 1916 (Franska filmfabrikant 

föreningen, 1916). Censorship card no. 15772. 

Tyskarnas intåg i Hälsingfors (Polarfilm, 1918). Censorship card no. 19731. 

Ukrajnas huvudstad Kiew (Bild unt Filmamt, 1918). Censorship card no. 19660. 
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